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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 BACKGROUND

The process by which projectiles penetrating fuel cells

transfer kinetic and chemical (explosive) energy to the fuel

cell structure is termed hydrodynamic ramn. Hydrodynamnic ram

has proven to be a major combat-related threat to modern air-

craft. The development of design principles for fuel cells

less vulnerable to ramn damage is a priority task. Hence, a

number of research programs have been conducted to investigate

the coupling of projectile energy, energy to penetrated

fluids,(1-6) ,the coupling of fluid momentum to containing

structures (1 ,5 ,7 ), and the response of fuel cell structures to

fluid loading 13  .

The present program is addressed to hydrodynamic ram

induced by high-velocity fragment simulators. When such a

projectile/fragment penetrates a filled fuel cell structure,

energy is transferred to -the structure through pressure in the

fluid. The pressure in the fluid is generated by two different

mechanisms, the impact induced shock waves, and the s'i~bsonic

flow around the penetrating projectile. Each mechanism will be

reviewed in detail.

1.1.1 Shock Induced Pressure
The portion of the projectile trajectory during which

shock waves are generated is sometimes referred to as the shock

or entrance phase of hydrodynamic ram. When the projectile

strikes the entrance panel, a shock wave is driven into the

panel material. At the panel/fluid boundary, this shock is

transmitted into the fluid. If the projectile is supersonic
in the fluid after panel perforation, shock waves mvay continue

to propagate away from the projectile. The pressure propagates



into the fluid as an expanding quasihemispherical shock wave.

The amplitude of the wave decays rapidly due to geometric

spreading and the generation of release waves at the entrance

site. As the shock wave propagates along the entrance panel,

the panel is exposed to extremely high pressures for a short

time. The resulting panel motion can produce localized stress

states near the entrance hole which are sufficient to initiate

tensile cracks and gross tearing of the entrance panel.

The maximum possible amplitude of the impact induced

shock in the fluid is that which would result from a one

dimensional impact. The magnitude of the one dimensional

pressure can be calculated from the Hugoniot relationship(10)

P = uU (1)

and
P U =p 1 (U-u) (2)

together with the measured P-u Hugoniots for the fluid

(water) (12) projectile( 1 i) and cell wall(l2) and the tradi-

tional assumptions that pressure and particle velocity are

continuous across interfaces (0) The magnitude of the impact

pressure computed from (1) and (2) is very high, as illustrated

in Figure 1. For comparison, the tensile strength of aluminum

is only about 500 MN//m2. The peak shock pressure in the fluid

will be less than the value shown in Figure 1 for relatively

pointed projectiles (e.g., of impact radius less than the wall

thickness). Due to geometric speeding, the peak pressure in

the fluid will decay inversely with radial distance (as l/r).

in addition, release waves generated at the boundaries of the

impact region (entrance panel) overtake the shock front and

further reduce its intensity.

*P, p, p , u, and U denote, respectively, the pressure across
the Psho~k front, the density of unshocked material, the density
of shocked material, the particle velocity change across the
shock, and the propagation velocity of the shock with respect
to the undisturbed material.

2
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Figure 1. Peak Shock Piassure in Tanks Prenetrated by Blunt
Steel Projectiles. (a) Walls of Negligible Thick-
ness. (b) Thick Aluminum Walls.

1.1.2 Drag Related Pressure

In the drag or cavity phase of a hydrodynamic ram

event, the projectile is slowed by drag forces as it passes
through the fluid. The momentum imparted to the fluid by the

projectile produces a cavity behind the projectile and a pres-

sure pulse throughout the fluid which loads the cell panels
over a large area. If the projectile is tumbling or breaks up,

significant fluctuations in pressure can result. Fluid motion

and pressure usually persist even after the projectile has

come to rest or exited the tank. Occasionally, local failure

inside panels result from the drag phase loading. More fre-
quently, failure occurs at the fasteners which are unable to

resist the net force on the panel.

A number of analytical treatments of this phase of

hydrodynamic ram have been developed• 7 ' 9 ) The starting point

for such analyses is the energy loss rate of the projectile

3
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¶ ~given byau

6E _ OD3

where E is the kinetic energy of the projectile, x is the dis-

I I tance along trajectory, CD is the drag coefficient, a iLs the

projectile cross sectional area and a is the projectile velocity.

The energy loss rate is assumed to be due to the work which the

drag phase pressure does on the penetrating projectile.

1.1.3 Exit Phase

a panel and leaves the cell. In the exit phase, the exit panel

-' is first stressed by fluid which is accelerated and compressed

ahead of the projectile and then struck by the projectile itself.

The coupling of hydrodynamic ram with ballistic loading can

result in extensive radial cracking of the exit panel in the
(3)impact region .When such an exit panel failure occurs, it

is generally attributed to a steep increase in fluid pressure

as the projectile approaches the wall, followed immediately by

projectile impact. in some cases the high pressure preceding
the projectile is sufficient to initiate radial cracking before

perforation occurs.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

The research program described in this report had two
principal objectives. The first was to evaluate two available

analytic codes for prediction of hydrodynamic ram effects. A

second objective was to obtain an understanding of ram pheno-

menology for high velocity spherical fragments.

1.3 APPROACH OF PROGRAM

The hydrodynamic ram prediction codes which appeared to

be most promising were the BR-lA(HR) finite element code and

the AFTON finite difference code. (These codes are described

in detail in Section V of this report). The experiments were

designed to provide the input data which the codes require and

4
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to provide data with which the output of the codes could be

compared.

The principal target employed was a replica of an A-10

fuselage tank with a capacity of 760R (200 gal )-For con-

venience and safety, the tank was filled with water. The panel

material was 1.6 nun thick aluminum. Two alloys were selected,

7075-T6 and 2024 T-3. They find widespread use in aircraft and

have well known material properties. Some panels were backed

with AVCO Thermarest® ballistic foam; this material was selected

because previous work has suggested its effectiveness in

reducing ram damage (8, and because its "crush-up" properties

have been well determined.

Early in the program it was found that important entrance

phase phenomena occur at very early times and are highly

localized. To aid the study of these effects, a series of

experiments was conducted in a small shock tank of 28Z volume.

r. It was felt that the complications caused by asymmetrical

entrance holes and tumbling projectiles would defeat an attempt

to assess the basic validity of the computer treatments.

j Therefore, spherical projectiles were used throughout this

program. The velocities employed spanned the range expected forI

high velocity fragments in combat, 1.5 to 2.4 km/s. The tra-

jectory was at 900 to the entrance panel.I
The data required to exercise the hydrodynamic ram codes

are the projectile position as a function of time in the fluid,

and the velocity of the shock front in the fluid. In addition,

pressure measurements within the fluid were obtained. The codes

were verified by comparisons between calculated and measured

panel displacements.

Measurement of panel out-of-plane displacement wasI

carried out using a moire fringe technique. This technique has
a temporal resolution of 80 us and a displacement resolution

fro a 000f/sfraingcamera record of the progress of the

proectle hrogh hefluid. Shock velocity measurement was

mad wih a106f/sframing camera. A number of piezoelectric

54
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pressure transducers were placed in the tank to obtain pressure

data.

1.4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Twenty-nine shots were completed for which data was
obtained for out-of-plane entrance or nide panel displacement,A projectile drag coefficient, cavity expansion rate, shock
velocity, and pressure. The NWC fluid drag code (14 ) and a

fluid shock code were applied to the experimental configura-

tions and pressure input was generated for the structure code.
The BR-lA(HR) code was adapted for the fluid loads on the

structure. The boundary conditions corresponding to the

landrateholoy tCrgt taFTnk code was als. Thapliedfori thesexpri-

laoandTehoroy taRgT) ATaNk were set up.o Thaplifd orniaRepearch

Vt ~mental configurations. The AFTOWNONSAP calculation showed goodI
qualitative and quantitative agreement with the experimental

results. The BR-lA(HR) results showed poor agreement with

experimental measurements. The difficulty was traced to the

fluid pressure/wall motion coupling scheme.

H The experimental data support the following statements:

1. High velocity fragments caused severe damage toI

entrance panels.
*1 ~2. In these experiments foam of thickness equal toI

the projectile diameter effectively eliminated entrance panel

damage.4

3. Aluminum alloy 2024-T3 was superior to 7075-T6 for

defeating hydrodynamic ram.j

4.- For the configuration and threat used in these tests,

side panel failures were not initiated.

5. The moire fringe technique provided an excellent way

to analyze panei motion; distance-time resolutions of 0.3 mm

and 80 us were readily achievable.

6. The NWC pressure code is a valuable technique for

quantitative calculation of early-time behavior and qualitative

calculation of late-time events when reflections dominate the

pressure.

6



7. Peak entrance out-of-plane displacements of tha• order
of 30 mm were observed for the threats tested.

I
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SECTION II
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

Two ballistic ranges at the University of Dayton Research
Institute were instrumented for study of hydrodynamic ram effects

in fuel cells. One of these ranges was dedicated to the main

series of experiments which consisted of measurements of ram

induced fuel cell panel motion, fluid pressure, and projectile

trajectories. The second range was devoted to study of early

time shock effects in fuel cells.

2.1 MAIN EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

The hardware and instrumentation for the principal

range used in this program is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Diagram of Range Hardware and Instrumentation for

, Main Experimental Facility.

6 3



It consisted of a projectile launcher, velocity measurement

stations, moire fringe displacement-measuring equipment, and

an instrumented replica A-10 fuselage section.

2.1.1 Projectiles

The projectiles used in tiis program were spherical

fragment simulators made from annealed ball bearings (52100

chrome manganese steel). The two sizes used were 5.5 and 11. g,I
with diameters of 11.1 and 14.3 mm. The microhardness of the

projectiles was 280 Hv (Vickers hardness scale, 10" g load),

The spheres were launched in serrated polycarbonate

sabots which were stripped by aerodynamic forces and stopped

varied from 1.4 to 2.3 km/s.

2.1.2 Launch Apparatus

The projectile launch apparatus consisted of a breech,

barrel, and blast tank. The specially-designed breech had a

chamber capacity up to 110 g. The barrel had a bore diameter

of 20 mm and a length of 2.3 m; the muzzle end was inserted

into the blast tank. The blast tank was evacuated to a pres-

sure of about 10 kN/m 2 (0.1 Atm). Baffle plates within theI

blast tank served to contain the sabot as well as to reduce the

I air blast within the range.
j The velocity measurement section of the range consistedJ of aluminum foil-mylar switches and two flash x-rays. The

switches were constructed of two sheets of aluminum foilI
separated by a thin sheet of mylar. The first switch was

H placed 29 cm downrange of the blast tank and the second switch

was placed 55 cm downrange of the first. In addition, for most
shots, a third switch was mounted on the target tank front wall
1. 8 m beyond the first switch. The radiographs were used

to determine projectile position and integrity at the switches.

The first two switches, as shown in Figure 2, were connected to

passive pulsers which triggered both the flash x-rays and a
10 MHz counter-timer. On several shots, a 1 MHz counter-timer

RU was connected between the second and third switches.

III 9
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To compute projectile velocities, times were ta.ýen

from the counter readings and distances were computed in two

steps. First, the distance traversed by the projectile was

determined approximately using the distance between the foil

switches. Secondly, the distance was determined more accurately

from readings of the projectile position in the radiographs.

Projectile velocity could be determined to be within t 0.5%

using the radiographs and to within I .. 0% using only tho

distances between thie foil switches.

2.1.3 Target Tank
Thu target tank consisted of two sections of a replica

A-10 fuselage. The sections were permanently bolted together

and the center ports removed. The overall dimensions of the

tank are indicated in Figure 3. A photograph of this tank is

shown in Figure 4.

,gum

1 142 " 1 0 c

• t *
. * . .

Figure 3. Drawing of 760e Target Tank.
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Figure 4. Photograph of 760 Tarqet Tank, with Entrance and
Side Panels Removed. Supports for holding five
pressure transducers are mounted independent of tank.

The tank was filled with approximately 760 of tap water. The
two bulkhead panels and one side, panel were used as test panels.

The test panels were made of 1 ; mm thick aluminum alloy and
were fastened with 9.5 mm (3/! in) bolts at 38 mm intervals.

A layer of rubber between the panels and the frame prevented
leakage. The other side panel was constructed of 19 mm thick

aluminum with a 0.3 m by 1.0 m viewing port. The viewing port
was covered with a 12 mm thick polycarbonate window. The bottom

of the tank was mado of 1.6 mm thick 7075-T6 aluminum backed

with 10 mm of plywood. The frame was 9.5 vm thick stainless

steel. The top of the tank was open. The tank was orientated
so that the bulkhead panels were the entrance and exit panels

for the projectiles.

2.1.4 Target Tank Instrumentation

2.1.4.1 Moird fringe apparatus

A moird fringe optical system was mounted on a

SI11



movable, adjustable tripod, and was directed at either the
entrance or the side test panel. This system is described in

detail in Section III.

The moire fringe data was recorded with a high-

speed framing camera (Fastax). The speed of the cdmera was

determined either by monitoring the drive sprocket rotation

with a reluctance loop and oscilloscope, or by using a built-in

timing light source. Two speeds were used, 6000 and 12,000 ,s.

Illumination was accomplished with "Press 50" flash lamips.

The film employed was Eastman Double X developed in Acufine

developer for 10 min.

2.1.4.2 Projectile drag measurements

The progress of the projectile through the tank, and
the development of the cavity, were recorded with a high-speed
framing camera. This camera photographed the interior of the

tank through the polycarbonate side window. Its speed was
monitored with an oscilloscope, and was either 6000 or 12,000

f/s. Illumination for this camera consisted of six reflector

photoflood lamps.

2.1.4.3 Pressure measurements

Five (occasionally four) piezoelectxic pressure

transducers were placed in the tank. They were mounted in

aluminum uaps threaded onto 20 mm diameter galvanized steel
water pipe and inserted into the tank from the top. The tip

of the transducer protruded slightly from the cap to eliminate

the possibility of an air bubble forming.

Most of the transducers were PCB 10'A04. This

transducer is calibrated to 70 MN/mu and has a rise time of

1 vs. For measurements near the entrance point, a Kistler

Model 207C3 transducer was sometimes employed. It has a peak

pressure rating of 700 MN/mi. The transducer outputs were

recorded on cathode ray oscilloscopes. The oscilloscope

trigger signal was generated from the third foil switch

located at the entrance panel.

12



2.2 SHOCK TANK( RAF&C!,

The shock tank rztrqu was assembled to obtain data for

shock wave propaqat:ým 114 the iiuimediate vicinity of the entrance

hole of a penetrated faiccJ23 . A diagram of this rýýnije is pro-

s;ented in Fiqure 5. Thte ip)roje~ctiles, the launch appcaratus,;, and~

Lhe foil switches wcrýý essentially identical Lo thoze used on

the principal range. IThe tarqet tank was a cube of 218c capaci~ty.

The sides were 6.3 mm th i,,:1,lxir1~~;ad h ricpm

was 1.6 nun thick alumirium.

Instrumentation consisted of i flockman and Whitley Model,

300 framinq camera and :spark light source. The camera exposed

48 frames at speeds up t:.o 4.5 x 101' f/s. The camera runs con-

tinualtly during the experiment and data is obtained by timing

the discharge of the spark light source. The spark was

triggered from the third foil switch mounted necar the entrance

panel, as shown in Figure 5. The camera traminq rate was

k ~generally 6 x 1&ý f/s.

~ j FOIL

coRouaEi LAIJUC Y IRN

VlLL

CZIýI
Lp"" '0C



SECTION ]I1

ANALYSIS OF MOIRE FRINGE DATA

The reduction of moire fringe data to yield intormation

on out-of-plane displacement constituted a major effort of this

program. Two approaches were developed: empirical and theore-

tical. In the empirical approach, the locations of fringes in

space were determined by means of suitable fiducial data. The

position of each fringe on the target panel was then used to

obtain the out-of-plane displacement of the panel at that point.

In the theoretical approach, the form of the fringe pattern was

derived from the geometry and dimensions of the optical system.

The theoretical approach is more powerful and can be automated

with computer programs. A computer program based on the

theoretical treatment was developed and debugged with the aid

of the empirical solutions.

The combination f theoretical and empirical data

reduction techniques provided a deep understanding of moire

fringes and the properties of the fringe patterns used in these

experiments. In the following sections the moire apparatus is

described in detail, the theoretical model of fringe production

is explained, and the empirical data reduction technique is

described.

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF MOIRE OPTICAL APPARATUS

The moirS optical apparatus consisted primarily of two

Ronchi rulings, commercially available lenses, a high intensity

light source, and a high speed framing camera. The apparatus

is shown schematically in Figure 6. The optical elements were

mounted onto one-meter long optical benches which were bolted to

a 1.2 m square, 19 mm thick aluminum table. The table could

be both elevated and tilted.

14
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Figure 6. Moire optical Apparatus.
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The light source chosen was a "Press 50" flash lamp with

an intensity of more than 0.8 MLm for at least 30 ms, as shown

in Figure 7. This was sufficient light for recording approxi-

mately 180 frames of information at a fraring rate of 6,000 f/s.

The Ronchi rulings were glass slides with evenly-spaced, finely-

ruled lines, separated by a distance equal to the line width.

The rulingv had 78.7 lines per centimeter (200 lines per inch).

A Fastax high-speed framing camera was used to record the

moire fringes.

An optical block diagram of the moir8 fringe apparatus

is shown in Figure 8. Light from the flash lamp was collected

by the condensing lens and focused to a point inside the pro-

jection lens. The projectile lens, a 80 mm-f/2.8 lens, was

used to project an image of the specimen grid (a Ronchi ruling)

onto the target wall. The image of the specimen grid on the

tank wall was called the target grid. Due to the angle of pro-

jection, the pitch spacing between grid lines of the target

was not constant as illustrated in Figure 9.

5I 4
4-

(2

0S0 to 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
TIME (ms)

Figure 7. Intensity vs. Time for Flash Light Source.
b16
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Figure 8. Optical Diagram of Moirt6 Apparatus.
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The target grid was focused through a 75 mm -f/1.5 lens onto
a master grid (a second Ronchi ruling). The geometric inter-

ference of the master grid with the image of the target grid

produced fringes characteristic of the target wall topography.

The high speed framing camera recorded this changing moire

U pattern as the target was impacted by steel spheres.

A simple equivalent model, valid in the region of the

target, was used to describe the moire optical apparatus. In

the model, rays radiated from the projection lens and converged

in the taking lens at points on the optic axes very near the

front principal planes of the respective lenses. These points

were called the moire source point and the moire convergenceI

point. The straight line connecting these points defineda

reference line for the moire apparatus called the baseline.

A triangle was defined by the principal axes of the

projection and photographic optical elements and the baseline

between the moire source and convergence points. This triangle,

illustrated in Figure 10, was called the moire triangle. To

facilitate measurement of the triangle, the principal optical

axes were designed to lie parallel to the center lines of the

optical benches.4

3.2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF MOIREý FRINGES
Out-of-plane motion of the target panel caused corres-

ponding changes in the moir6 fringe pattern. Measurements of

this pattern and the dimensions and orientation of the moire'

triangle were used to calculate displacements of the target.

A geometric model of the moire system, valid in the

region of the wall, was constructed to facilitate data reduc-

tion. The model, illustrated in Figure 11, also helped clarify

the method of fringe information. The model of the optical

system was simplified by considering all light to radiate from

a source point inside the projection lens. Similarly, reflected

light from the target converged to a on nietetkn
lens. Equivalent specimen and master grids were drawn between

the target and source and the target and convergence points.

18
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Figure 11. Moire Geometric Interference Diaqram.

The source and convergence points are points at which the rays
appear to eminate from or converge to. These points are
physically located at the lens principal plane furthest from

the grid.

The equivalent specimen grid was positioned a distance
f in front of the source point; light and dark rays were i
produced as light was alternately passed and blocked by this

grid. This resulted in the formation on the tank wall of a

target grid with a varying pitch. Light from the target grid
was alternately passed and blocked by an equivalent master

grid located on the photographic optical axis, a distance f in

front of the convergence poirt.
Regions in which light was blocked by the Ronchi rulings

are heavily shaded in the illustration. The heavily shaded

areas of the master grid are extended as lightly shaded areas

to facilitate the description of the model. Any point of the

target that falls in the heavily shaded region is not visible

i0 ]



because the light to that point is blocked by the specimen
grid. Any point on the target which lies in a lightly shaded

region is also not visible because it lies behind an opaque

portion of the master grid.

Lines can be drawn which always fall in a heavily or

lightly shaded region. One set of these is the segmented lines
shown in Figure io. A surface along one of these lines is
totally dark and not visible, and one midway between these

lines is relatively bright. However, the target generally

intersects several of the segmented curves, and thus appears

alternately dark and light.

An observer viewing the master grid from the conver-
gence point sees the combination of the master- grid and the
superimposed image of the target grid. The result is a moire
fringe pattern which changes as the target undergoes out-of-

plane motion. In-plane motion of the target does not affect

the target grid and therefore does not produce a chainge in the
fringe pattern.

The straight lione segments drawn o n the 1ofe model ill

'igur-e 1h connsct junction points (opposite corners of heavily

and lightly shaded regions) and extend ultimately throuh bothLI |
the source point and the convergence point. It can be shown

that the junction points for one segmented line lie on a smooth
curve. Data reduction was greatly simplified by the deduction

that these curved lines are sections of ellipses. This deduc-

tion is explained later.

Figure 11 shows the scheme for relating points on the

curves to points on the grids. Arbitrary reference points are

chosen at X and X on the master and specimen grids. Rays A1

and A2 pass through the grids at these points and intersect
on he th

on the i ellipse. Rays B1 and B2 pass through the grids at

Y and Y2 ' It is observed that when X1 Y1 equals X2 Y2 , the

rays B1 and B2 intersect on the i th ellipse.

Ray B'2 passes through the specimen grid at a distance

n/p from Y2 (n=l is illustrated). Ray B'2 intersects ray B

on the (i+n)th ellipse.

21
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The curves illustrated in Figure 11 are called dark

curves since their intersections with surfaces produce dark

fringes. As the dark fringes are the most convenient for

measurement and the dark curves are the simplest to illustrate,

they are discussed here exclusively. However, the analysis can

be generalized to any ellipse, dark, light, or some fixed
a!intermediate shade.

The analycic description of the dark curves is based

on the moire triangle with the equivalent specimen and master

grids drawn normal to the optical axes. To show that the

junction points, referred to above, lie along ellipses the

a:; moire construction shown in Figure 12 is used. The moire

triangle and the equivalent grids are shown as bold lines.iI

-DARK CURVE

7 \\ a, a,

OWSERVATION /
AXIS IS a

A ,11

-SIC

EQUIVALENT / . PROJECTION
MASTER GRID AXIS

d-g a -g

g - g
SB ::-, EQUI•ALENT

(- , ) 8 ASELINE .. . . U... ,, P IN
SPOINT SPECIMEN GRID

1"CONVERGENCE POINT L -

Figure 12. Moire Analytical Diagram.
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The triangle is described by three parameters; the angle between
thO observation axis and the baseline, as and the angle between

the projection axis and the baseline, at and the length of theI

The location of the dark curves and their characteris-
tics may be formulated as follows. An arbitrary ray, A 2, is

chosen (shown as a dashed line in Figure 12) to pass through

the equivalent specimen grid at a distance, g, from the pro-

jection axis. This ray intersects a complementary ray, Al.
which passes through the equivalent master grid also at a dis-

tance g from the observation axis. The distance g can be

chosen such that the two rays intersect on one of the dark

curves shown in Figure 11. The angles between these rays and

the baseline are B2 and $1 as shown in Figure 12. A second
pair of rays B 2 and B1 , which intersect on this same curve, is

illustrated by the dotted lines. For these rays to be on the

same curve, they must cross both grids at the same distance, d,

from the first rays as demonstrated previously from Figure 11.

With respect to an origin at the center of the baseline, the

Aintersection of B 2 and B 1 is the point (x,y). From the geo-

metry, the distance y can be written as

A ~tan' N* tany
y 2L -- - L- 2(4)

tan y + tan y

It is necessary to make the proper substitutions in

Equation 4 so that y can be written as a function of x and the

physically measurable moire parameters: L, ýX# kx,# g fl, an

f2 The first step is to make the substitutions

1 i - 0
(5)

K "I'+202

where a, and "~2 are the base angles of the moire triangle and

the angles 01 and 02 are taken as positive if they represent

clockwise rotations from the optical axis. Next, 01 and 0,,
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must be replaced. This can be done by writing 02 as a function

of 0, and then solving 01. Thus, 02 can be written in terms of

01 by solving the equations

tan O ( f)

(6)

tan 02 d2

2

simultaneously to get _ _ _

tan 02 = 2g + f, tan 01 (7)
f 2

And 0 L can be determined from
tan (a, - 00) - Y (8)

L+x

After expanding tan ("I - 01) as (tan kxl - tan 01)/

(I + tan x tan 01), Equation (8) can be written as

tan 01 - (L+X) tan , (9Xtan l =y tan a, + (L+X) 9

1Finally, Equation (4) can be rewritten and simplified as

y A_ + By- (L+x) __+ C(L+x) (10)
Dy'+Ey (L+x) + F\L+x):

where the ;ooefficients are defined as:

A 2 g tan ta + f 2 tan tan ,aj- f 1

B =f tan LXa+ f 2 tan a2+ 2g

C 0 (1

D = fl tan a-'+ f 2 tan cta -2g tan a, tan o,.

E = 2g (tan aI- tan a.,) + f 2 -f 1 (1 + tan , tan ,.)

F=B

24
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Equation (10) can be rewritten in the form of the general ellipse;

Ij2+ By+ eY2 + .1x+ 4eY + 0 (12)

where the coefficients are defined as

4=f tan + f 2 tan a2 + 2g

2g (tan - tan t2) + (f2-f ) (1 + tan a, tan a2)

G fl tan a2 + f 2 tan a, - 2g tan a tan a,

q~=0 (13)

SL (f 1 +f 2 ) (1-tan a, tan a2) -2g L(tan -A1 + tan n,2)

Equation (12) shows that the curves in Figure 11 are

ellipses, and the coefficients in Equation (13) relate the
ellipses to the moird parameters.

Finge data are reduced by measuring the parameters

1f' f2' •' •2 f and L. Values of g, separated by 1/p, are used

with Equation(8)to calculate the six coefficients of any
desired ellipse. The displacement of a point on a moving panel

through which a given fringe passes can be easily calculated
using Equation (12) if the value uf g is known and the x-position

of the fringe is measured. Equation (12) is then solved for y,
the distance of the fringe from the baseline.

An example of the ellipse generated by the moirt data

is shown in Figure 13. These ellipses were based on the
following data: f1 - 6.51 cm. f 2 = 7.34 cm, aI = 72 0' 2 = 62.9 0

L = 66.4 cm, and p = 78.7 lines/cm. rifty values of g were

25
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Figure 13. Moire Ellipses.

used ranging from 0.127 to 0.495 in increments of 1/p. The
ellipses were numbered from 1 to 50. Three of the ellipses
are illustrated; numbers 1, 25, and 50. Figure 14 illustrates

the tank panel shapes calculated for shot FT5B using this method.

3.2.1 Code Description
A computer code was written which uses the theory of

moire ellipses to calculate out-of-plane displacements of
panels. As described above, the theory of moire ellipses

relates the fringe positions on the panel to intersections of

the panel with a set of elliptic cylinders. These ellipses are

completely determined by six parametersu p, the pitch of the
Ronchi rulingsp 2L, the length of the base of the mouin trianglet

a, and a2, the base angles of the moire triangleu and fo and
f2o the distances along the optical axes from the base vortices to
the equivalent grids. The inputs required to generate the ellipse
information and the outputs from the code are described below.

Two types of input are required for this program.
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Figure 14. Panel Shapes Calculated for Shot FT5B at Various
Times After Impact'. Interframe time is 0.165 ins;
frame 1 occurz between t=0 and t--0.165 mns.

The firsit type consists of~ measured moir6 triangle parameters:

the pitch of the Ronchi rulings, the base length, and the base

angles. The remaining required information are the lengths f1
and f. These distances are difficult to measure but can. be

Fdetorrriiii precisely from fiducial pictures. The fiducial pic-

tures are used to determine the coefficients of two ellipses
(called calibration eilipses). Thus, the second type of input

consists of the coefficientz of the calibration ellipses, and,I
Alrnm these, f1 and f- can be dctermined. Once the inoir6 parameters
are known, the coeffiecientls of zany desired ellipse can be

4r

calculated.

The fiducial displacement dAata are determined by fixing
a fiducial to the targ~et wall and determining the intersections

of the xioir6 ellipses with the-: fiducial. An illustration of

the fiducial is shown in Figure 15. Data are required for two
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Figure 15. Cross Section of Fiducial Step Structure.

adjacent ellipses which intersect the fiducial (the calibration
ellipses). Each set of calibration ellipse data is fit to the
equation for an ellipse. Adjacent ellipses are chosen for the
calibration data and are arbitrarily numbered as 10 and 11.

The numbering system for the ellipses must meet the criteria:
1) the depth covered by the ellipses must be enough for any
anticipated wall displacement (50 ellipses are currently used)
and, 2) no ellipse can be labeled 0 or less.

An iterative scheme is used to determine the para-
meters f and f The distance between ellipses is determined
from the calibration ellipse equations. The code then
determines the f1 and f 2 which give the n iasured separation

between the ellipses.

The ellipse program consists of the main program, 10

subroutines, and three function subprograms. The main program
performs no calculations but calls the appropriate subroutines.

The subroutines are described briefly below.
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1. READIN

All data is input through the same subroutine.

There are two entry points to this subroutine R=ADANG and

READCAL.

2. CROSS 1

This routine solves the equation of the twc

calibration ellipses simiultaneously to find their intersections.
The result is, in general, a fourth degree equation in y whosw

zeros correspond Lo the y coordinates of the intersections of

the ellipses. CROSS 1 calls ZEROS to calculate these inter-

section points, then chooses the desired palir.

3. ZEROS

This subroutine solves a fourth deqree equation in

y giving the intersection points of the two ellipses. In

general, there are four intersection points and the two desired

points are selected in CROSS 1.

4. CROSS 2

In the event that the two ellipses have no rotation I
or translation with respect to the baseline (their coefficients
B and D are both zero), the simultaneous solution of the two

calibration ellipse equations yields a quadratic equation.

CROSS 2 solves this quadratic equation.

5. NEWORGN
The line which connects the intersection of the

two ellipses is defined as the baseline for the moire triangle.

The midpoint of the baseline is taken as the origin of the
moire system. The coefficients of the calibration ellipses

must be translated and rotated to align with the baseline

at the origin. It is only from this reference system that the

moire parameters can be used to generate the desired ellipses.

NEWORGN locates this origin and executes the translation and

rotations.

6. PARAM

This subroutine determines the moird parameters

needed to generate the desired elipses. One of its principal

functions is to control the iteration steps in the seacrch for
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values of fl and f which give the desired separation between

ellipses.

7. GENCOF

This subroutine calculates the coefficients for

the desired ellipse based on the moire parameters. The ellipses

are numbered from 1 to 50 with the largest ellipse being number

1.

8. REORGN

The coefficients for the 50 ellipses are trans-

lated and rotated back to the original reference system of the

tank wall by this subroutine.
9. DISPLAC

The displacement of the tank wall, y, at a fringe

position is calculated by DISPLAC which solves the equations of

the ellipses, given the number of the ellipse and x' position
of the fringe.

10. DYCALC

This subroutine calculates the distance between

the calibration ellipses. This is used during the iteration

procedure used to find the correct values of f1 and f 2 "

3.3 EMPIRICAL METHODS OF MOIRE FRINGE DATA REDUCTION I
Two methods were developed for empirically converting

fringe shift data to panel displacement information. Both
are based upon study of the fringes produced on a fiducial
surface. The first uses a step surface and the second a wedge

surface.

3.3.1 Step Method

The step method of reducing fringe data was found to

be the most useful empirical approach. In order to apply this

technique a photograph is made of the fringes produced on a

reference surface consisting of many steps. Figure 15 is a

diagram of the fiducial step structure, and Figure 16 illus-

trates the fringes on this fiducial structure for shots FT5B

and FT26A.
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Figure 16. Fringes Produced on Fiducial Step Structure for
Shots FT5B and FT26A.

Each fringe in Figure 16 is given a designation, and

the positions on the photographic record at which each fringe

appears on each step are measured. The positions of the

troughs of the fringes are determined from the ramp portion of

the fiducial structure. In this way a fringe" map* "is prepared.

Figure 17 is a demagnified reproduction of the fringe map pre-

pared for Shots FT5B and FT26A. In the figure, values of

fringe position, x', measured on the film along a line which

was a true horizontal, are plotted against height, h, for each

fringe. In Figure 17 the data obtained from the fiducial

structure have been extrapolated to obtain fringe location

beyond the fiducial structure. The extrapolation is facili-

tated by the fact that within the accuracy to which the film

can be read, the difference in height between any two fringes,

A h, is constant at a given value of x'. In other words, the

fringes are all congruent. The error in any value of h in

Figure 17 was about one-tenth of a fringe separation; thus, the
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Figure 17. Fringe Map Prepared from Data of Figure 16.

accuracy was taken to be 10.2 mm (0.008 in )
Data tables were prepared for x' as a function of

frame number for each fringe. By use of the fringe map, these
data were converted to h values for each fringe in each frame.

Thus, the height of the wall surface at fringe locations in

each frame was determined. With the aid of photographs of
a reference grid, x' coordinates were transformed to x, the

horizontal distance parallel to the undeformed target surface.

These data are plotted and fit with smooth curves. Such a plot

for Shot FT5B data is shown in Figure 18. The fitted curves

are drawn dashed in the region of the center of the fringe

pattern, where the fringes are farther apart and the panel

surface less well determined. Because the data points are

fitted with a smooth curve, it is possible that wall deflections

of wavelength shorter than -20 mm will be filtered out in this step.

The error in initial wall shape in Figure 18 is likely

to be significant, as the undeflected target panel may have
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been at an angle to the reference surfaces of Figure 15. How-

"ever a few degrees misalignment will have an insignificant

effect on relative displacement measurements. The data

reported in Section V were obtained by -ubtracting the

pre-impact curve from the various post-il-, ct curves in Figure

18.

3.3.2 Wedge Method

Another method of data reduction is based on the ob-

servation that the slope of any fringe on a non-vertical

fiducial plane, which intersects the undeformed target plane

along a horizontal line, is a linear function of x. Thus, we
can write

x = k4 +b

where ý is the slope of the fringe (referenced to the vertical)

and k and b are determined from a fiducial photograph. Ii the

angle between the fiducial plane and the undeformed target

30
30. FT 58 ENTRANCE PANEL

R .4•FRAME 1

-FRAME 8

ORTAME DFRAIEA 
6

15:i FRAME 3

FRAME 2 N

50 t 0 0 5

Figure 18. Panel Shapes Derived for Fringe Data from Shot
FT5B and Fringe Map of Figure 17. Interframe
time was 165ps.
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plane is p, it is straightforward to show that for any one
fringe

dh = tan ý tan
dx

where h and x lie along that fringe. Integrating gives

S(x -b)Cos(Xi-b

hi+l-hi = m tan ý kn c (14)

Cos(xi+l-b)
c

the displacement increment for a fringe which moves from
xi to x between ith and i+lth frames. Since Equation (14) only
gives a fringe's displacement relative to its initial position, no

useful information can be obtained until the initial tank sur-
face is determined.

This technique has the advantage over the step method
that data reduction involves more arithmetic and less graphi-
cal work. Unfortunately; however, the procedure for deducing
the initial panel shape is rather imprecise, for it requires
adding incremental displacements away from some reference
point (such as a bolt). If the panel surface is well surveyed

just prior to the shot, and that data is folded into the
analysis, the wedge method would probably be as useful as the

step method.
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SECTION IV

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A series of impacts into water-filled tanks was carried*
out to obtain data relevant to the objectives of the program.

Impact velocities were varied from 1.18 to 2.38 km/s. Out-of-

plane displacement data were obtained for bare and foam-backed

j entrance and side panels. Projectile trajectory and shock pro-

pagation data were obtained and used as input for the computa-

tional treatments. The shots for which data was obtained are

listed in Table 1. Three technical areas received special
attention during the shot sequence. These are discussed below.

4.1.1 Projectile AnnealingI

The projectiles used were commercial ball bearings, as

described in Section 2.1.1. The initial shots in the program,

FTl-FT3, were carried out with the bearings in the as-received

condition. However, it was found that these beazings broke up

4 on impact and fragmentation of the projectile in the tank

1. ~greatly complicated analysis. in order to eliminate this pro-I
blem, the bearings were annealed. They were annealed by heating

K to 400*C and holding for three hours followed by a one hour

1: cool to room temperature. A vacuum furnace was used for the
annealing process.

4.1.2 High Velocity Techniques

Shots FT10-25 were conducted for the purpose of
developing launch techniques for high velocity projectiles. It

was desired to achieve velocities in excess of 2.5 km/s. How-

ever, the main range was able to accommodate barrels up to only

2 m in length. Within the constraints on barrel iength imposed

by the range, such high velocities were found to be impossible
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except with one-piece lexan sabots. The one-piece sabots could

target immediately after the ball bearing. Double impacts such

as these were deemed not useful for the program. However,
techniques were developed for launch of 14.3 mm spheres to

velocities in excess of 2.2 km/s. The kinetic energy of such a

11"T projectile is 29 ki. These high energy impacts were employed
for study of side panel motion (Shots FT29-34).

4.1.3 Range Instrumentation

The range instrumentation performed generally satis- -
factorily during the program. The flash x-ray records were foundJ
to be extremely valuable for diagnosing projectile performance -

during sabot-development test shots. A typical radiograph

of the projectile in flight is shown in Figure 19. This shows

a sphere as it just touches a trigger screen. The sphere is not

broken and all sabot parts have been satisfactorily stripped

away.

4. DECITO FPNLDMG
4.2.1 7075-T6 Aluminum Entrance Panels

In Shots FT2-4, the entrance panels were made from

7075-T6 aluminum alloy. The damage done to these panels by
hydrodynamic ram is shown in Figures 20-22. Cracks initiatedj at the entrance site rapidly and propagated to the edges of the

* plates. In Shot FT3 one crack traversed the field of view of
the framing camera recording the moire' fringe pattern. The
average crack velocity over the first 450 mm of motion (to the

fasteners) was 310 ± 40 m/s. This is about 1/5 of the sound

velocity for water.

4.2.2 2024-T3 Aluminum Entrance Panels

A major purpose of the program was to obtain displace-

ment data for panels. Thus, it was necessary to measure panel

motion at several times before failure or measure motion of
panels that did not fail. It was also desired to remain in the

impact range characteristic of high-velocity fragments,
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--,TRAJECTORY WIRES

I • SPHERICAL

J PROJECTILE

IDENTIFICATION
S SYMBOL

Figure 19. Flash X-Radiograph of 11.1mm Diameter ProjectileAs it Contacts the Second Mylar Foil Switch in
Shot FT26A.

Figure 20. Panel from Shot FT2 after Impact. Panel is 1.6 mmthick 7075-T6 aluminum. Impact was 11.1 mmdiameter sphere at 1.73 km/s.
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thick 7075-T6 aluminum. Impact was 14.3 mxii dia-
meter sphere, at 1.61 knm/s. Scale divisions onpae
pnlare 51 :-m apart.

0 01

II

SFigure 21. Panel from Shot FT3 after Impact. Panel is 1.6 nun
- thick 7075-Tb aluminum. Impact was 11.1 nun dia-

meter sphere at 1.73 kin/s. Scale divisions onpal
parcl 51e n 1:' apart.
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(e.g., 1.5 km/s). Failures were observed to occur very early

with 7075-T6 entrance panels. Since 2024-T3 aluminum alloy is

substantially more ductile than 7075-T6 alloy, entrance panels

made from this material were likely to be more resistant to

massive cracking. This turned out to be the case. Therefore,

2024-T3 entrance panels were used for the remainder of the program.

It was found that 11.1 num diameter spheres at velocities

less than about 1.6 km/s did not produce any cracks in the en-

trance panels. Cracks produced by higher velocity shots against

2024-T3 panels were relatively short. Figures 23 and 24 show ex-

amples of damage produced in 2024-T3 alloy entrance panels. A

sequence of photographs which illustrate damage caused by in-

creasing projectile velocities with the 28 Q tank is shown in

Figure 25 through 30. At 1.21 and 1.60 km/s impact velocity no

damage resulted (other than the round entrance perforation). At

1.94 km/s small cracks formed at the impact site, but did not grow.

At 2.21 km/s four cracks grew which nearly cut the panel into four

pieces. At 2.23 km/s the panel was cut into four pieces. However,

Figure 23. Panel from Shot FT5 after Impact. Panel is 1.6 mmn
thick 2024-T3 aluminum Impact was 11.1 nun diameter
sphere at 1.53 km/s. Scale division on panel are
51 mmn apart.
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I
Figure 28. Panel from Shot FTA6 , 1.6 mm thick 2024-T3 aluminum.

Impact was 11.1 mm diameter sphere at 2.21 km/s.
Circular bend was Caused by Collision with Range
Hardware after Impact.

I Figulre 29 . Panol firom Shot FTA10, 1.6 nur thick 2024-'T'3 aluminum.
Impact wais 1 1 I. mm diameter sphere at 2. 2.1 km,'s
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Figure 30. Panel from Shot FTA12, 1.6 mm thick 2024-T3 aluminum
backed with 11 mm AVCO ballistic foam. Impact was11.1 mm diameter sphere at 2.38 km/s.

at 2.38 km/s with 11 mm of ballistic foam, no cracking occurred.

This illustrates dramatically the ability of foam backing to defeat

hydrodynamic ram.

In summary, after a hydrodynamic ram event, 2024-T3 alloy

entrance panels generally are bulged outward around the entrance

hole. Figure 31 shows typical profiles. The tensile strains asso-

ciated with the enlargement of the entrance hole radius may give

rise to cracks which then propagate due to the loading applied

during the drag phase.

4.2.3 Effect of Foam Protection on Hydrodynamic Ram Damage

Previous investigations showed that hydrodynamic ram damage

to fuel cells can be significantly reduced by the presence of en-
(17-19)

ergy-absorbing substances . The most promising technique

appears to be a semi-rigid foam interface between the wall and the

fluid. The usefulness of two types of foams for defeat of hydro-

dynamic ram was investigated in the present program: AVCO AX 5052-

2.5 Thermarest ballistic foam and styrofoam.
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100 mm

SHOT FT 5
11.1__ I.1 mm DIA.
1.53 km/s

SHOT FT5B j
11.1 mm DIA.
1.55 km/s

SHOT FT 26A
__...... ...__ 11. 1 mm DIA.

1.52 km/s
38 mm FOAM

SHOT FT 28
11.1 mm DIA.
2.18 km/s
35 mm FOAM

SHOT FT 8
14.3 mm DIA.
1.59 km/s
38 mm FOAM

SHOT FTA4
-II.1 mm DIA

1.60 km/s

Figure 31. Profiles Through Impact Hole of Selected
2024-T3 Alloy Entrance Panels.
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Most tests of foam were performed with the AVCO balli-

stic foam. In Shots FT7, FT8, FT26, FT26A, FTAl1, and FTA12,
varying thicknesses of AVCO foam were bonded to the entrance

panel with epoxy. Initially 76 mm thick foam was employed,

and that thickness proved extremely effective. The foam

thickness was reduced in successive shots to determine a mini-

'mum useful foam thickness. In the final shots, the foam

thickness was only 11 mm and yet the hydrodynamic ram mechanism

was completely defeated. None of the foam-backed entrance panels J
were significantly damaged in these experiments. Comparison of
Figure 30 with Figure 29 provides an indication of the effective-

ness of a thin foam layer behind the entrance panel. The same
projectile which destroyed a panel with no foam backing caused
insignificant damage to the panel after it was protected with an
11 mm thickness of rigid foam.

The effectiveness of styrofoam was evaluated in Shot

FT9. The entrance panel was 7075-T6 alloy. The extensive

cracking which occurred on bare walls was completely eliminated

by 50 mm of styrofoam.

Post shot observations of the foam-backed panels
revealed that the foam was typically crushed within a radius

of 120 to 150 mm centered on the impact hole in the panel.

The severely damaged region was only 10 to 30 mm, in radius on

the side of the foam adjacent to the fluid. The large damage

next to the panel probably resulted from dissipation of the

shock wave in the foam. Fluid shock effects are reduced when

the projectile strikes the foam backed fluid because the peak
shock pressure is lower (see Figure 1), and the foam permits

rapid release of the shock presures.

Some insight into the mechanics of projectile, foam,
panel, and water interactions can also be obtained from

analysis of Figure 31. Note that the permanent deformation

which resulted in FT5, FT5B, and FTA4 (which represent nearly

identical impact configurations) was completely absent in

FT26A (the same impact configuration with the addition of foam).

The relatively long wavelength of the deformation suggests
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that it is caused by drag phase pressure. Therefore, the chief

effect of the foam was apparently to rigidly shield the wall

from the drag phase pressure pulse. As the ball size was

increased (FT8), the response of foam-backed panels did not

change. In the high velocity Shot FT28, large local deformation

occurred. This was probably due to the shock phase pressure,

which increases with impact velocity, and which propagjates for

a short distance into the foam. However, the lack of a larger

wavelength bulge suggests that the overall rigidity of the foamA

shielded the entrance panel from cavity phase pressure. There

are, therefore, two mechanisms by which the. rigid foam defeats

hydrodynamic ram at entrance panels: the,'crushing at the foam

attenuates the shock pressure; and the flexural rigidity of the
foam spreads the drag phase pressure.

One shot was carried out with ballistic foam on a side

panel., Shot FT34. No side panel failures or large plastic
[ deformations had been observed, and thus it was felt that a

closer trajectory would be required to evaluate the foam. The

trajectory was moved horizontally about 150 mm closer to the

observed panel. No failure occurred, but moire fringe data were

obtained. The displacement results are reported in Section 4.3.

Because of the long trajectory in the water and low

projectile masses, rear panels were only occasionally impacted

with sufficient force to cause failure. The ability of foam

to reduce rear panel damage was nevertheless investigated inI

Shots FT3l-FT34. In all four shots the rear panel was cracked

but not punctured. Neither 50 =, of styrofoam nor 12 mm of

ballistic foam appeared to reduce the extent of cracking. The

difference in foam effectiveness for entrance and side panels

may be due to the fact that the fluid velocity vector is *
parallel to or away from the entrance panel but perpendicular

to or toward the exit panel..

4.3 MEASUREMENT OF WALL DISPLACEMENT

Out-of-plane displacemnent data were reduced for six

shots, as of the writing of this report. The shots reduced
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were FT2, FT5B, FT6, FT8, FT26A and FT33. FT33 was a side panel

shot but the remaining five were entrance panel shots. The "base"

shot was FT5B; a 11.1 mm diameter sphere impacted at 1.53 km/s

against a 2024-T3 aluminum panel. FT2 was similar to FT5, except

the panel was 7075-T6 aluminum. FT26A was similar to FT5, except

the panel was backed by 38 mm of ballistic foam. FT6 was the

same as FT5, except that a 14.3 mm diameter sphere was used.

* FT8 was the same as FT5 except a 14.3 mm diameter sphere was

used and the panel was backed by 38 mm of ballistic foam.

4.3.1 Entrance Panel Measurements
Figure 32 illustrates 8 successive frames from the

base Shot FT5B. The target point is the cross on the tank

surface in frame -1. Impact occurs between the two frames

labeled -1 and 0. The interframe time is 164 .s. In frame -1,

displacement of the center of the panel has caused the center

of the fringe pattern to shift. By frame 2, the impact flash has
dissipated sufficiently to view most of the target. Starting

in frame 3 and continuing through frame 5 a discontinuity in

the fringe positions appears to propagate away from the impact

zone. In frames 5 to 7, a second discontinuity appears to follow

the first. In later frames reflections of these motions from

the bottom of the tank are apparent.

The moire fringe records for this shot were read along

horizontal and vertical lines through the impact point. The data

reduction technique used was that described in Section 3.3.1.

Figures 33 and 34 show the tank displacement determined from
the moire fringe data. As discussed in Section 3.3, the tank
displacement given in the figures may be lacking some high

spatial frequences, since data is only available at fringe

positions and, during the data reduction procedures, a smooth

curve was drawn throu-h the measured fringe positions. The

accuracy in displacement, 6 (Ah), was generally ± 0.4 nmn. The

accuracy was somewhat reduced over the panel region on which

the center of the fringe pattern occurred because fringes are

farther apart. For example, for 100 . x ý 200 mm, 6 (Ah) is

probably about 0.5 mm. The effect of the accuracy in Ah is
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Frame -1 (before impact) Frame 0 (after impact)

Frame 1 Frame 2

Frame 3 Frame 4

Frae5 Frame 4 1

Frame Frame 6

Figure 32. Framing camera pictures of moir6 frinqes from
shot FT5B. Interframe time is 156 its.
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that the curves in Figures 33 and 34 may be redrawn within bands T
of ± 6 (Ah) without conflicting with the moire fringe data.

In FT5B the maximum displacement at the impact zone
was approximately 29 mm, which was attained at about 1.7 ms after

impact. Outward movement of the flanks of the panel continued
beyond this time, while the peak displacement began to fall.
Deflections on the line below the impact point are about 10%

higher than at comparable distances measured horizontally from

the impact point. Motion near the panel edges starts between

200 and 400 ps after impact. The "pucker" of the panel in the

entrance hole region was established by 740 uis after impact,

but was absent before this time. The initiation of major motion
of the target panel propagates across the panel with a speed of .
300 ± 30 in/s. A smaller negative displacement wave appears to

propagate to about 100 mm distance at about 1 ms after impact

with a speed of 122 ±24 in/s. (Displacement front motion can be
measured directly from the moire framing camera pictures).

Displacement data for the corresponding foam shot,

FT26A, are presented in Figures 35 and 36.

The panel motion in FT26A was smaller in this shot.

Peak displacement was only about 22 mm compared to 29 nun for
FT5. Initial panel movement was considerably slower, but theI
maximum displacement in the impact zone was still reached at

P ~about 1.7 mns after impact. The curvature of the outward moving

panel was also less in this shot. The major motion discontinuity

was of smaller amplitude than that of FT5B, and only propagated

at 170 ±14 in/s.

Figure 37 presents the displacement data for a similar

shot with a larger diameter sphere, FT8. The profiles are very

similar to those of Figure 36. FT6 is the companion large pro-

jectile shot with no foam. That panel failed, as is shown in

Figure 24. The displacements along the horizontal scale to the

left of the impact site are shown in Figure 38. In this shot,

impact f lash from a foil switch obscured the area within 75 mm

of the impact site. Beyond that region, in spite of the failure

which occurred elsewhere, the displacement along this parti-
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FT 26 A ENTRANCE PANEL

IC:

'i"

FRAME 3FRME1

• .. .. O,58rns __,._...- .. . ..-- , ,

0% 10..0 10io 200 .250 3•0 .0
HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM IMPACT POINT (mm)

Figure 35. Same as Figure 33, But for Shot FT26A, an 11.1 num
Diameter Sphere Striking a 2024-T3 Panel Backed by38 mm of Ballistic Foam at 1.52 km/s.

FT 26A ENTRANCE PANEL

FRAME II
20:30m

"" .. FRAME 100I "~-.. .)75mm.
15 "

FRAME 6

a N FRAME 4S .75m. '-.
0. 501015 '. ..' 05'a..-'.-4,'N"--. iv

o 50 TOO ISO 20 25 300o 35

VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM IMPACT POINT (mm)

Figure 36. Same as Figure 35, But for Vertical Line Through
Impact Site.
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FT G ENTRANCE PANEL

AFRAME IT

I'02
10:1

"FRAME " -=..

! Q . • L 5 01 16- 6 , 15 0 2 0 0 ,

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM iMPACT POINT (mm)

Figure 37. Same as Figure 33, Except for Shot FT8, a 14.3 mm
Diameter Sphere Striking a 2024-T3 Panel Backed By
38 mm of Ballistic Foam at 1.59 km/s.

30.
FT 6 ENTRANCE PANEL

E25- FRAME 30

320:FRAME 20\20 ~1.47 m

w 1,\

FRAME 13\ 
'1

0.44 ma

FRAME. 6*

50 100 150 200 250 300 350
HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM IMPACT POINT (mm)

Figure 38. Same as Figure 33, Except for Shot FT6, a 14.3 mm
Diameter Sphere Striking a 2024-T3 Panel at 1.52 km/-.
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cular line is qualitatively similar to that of the unfailed panel,I

of FT5. The major difference between these two shots is the

relatively smaller amount of displacement near the fasteners of

the failed panel.

Figure 39 presents entrance panel displacement data

from FT2. This panel was made of 7075-T6 aluminum; a post-

impact photograph of the failed plate is shown in Figure 20.

For early times near the entrance region the movement is similar

to that of Figure 35. However, the peak displacement at late

times is very large, due to petalling.

U

FT 2 ENTRANCE PANEL

EJ2

RMFRAME 20
,J< ~~~0,77 mg ,• ".,

AFRAME 4 "

0 '~o HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM IMPACT POINT (mam) I

E!

Figure 39. Same as Figure 33, Except for Shot FT2, an 11.1 pt-n
Diameter Sphere Striking a 7075-T6 Panel at 1.73 Km/s.
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4.3ý2 Side Panel Measurements
Moir6 fringe data from the side-panel Shot FT33 were

reduced along a horizontal line at trajectory height by the

tochnique described in Section 3.3.1, and along a horizontal line
•J 150 mmn below trajectory by the technique described in Section

3.3.2. The cut-of-plane panel displacement at various times are

displayed in Figures 40 and 41. The origin on these plots is

the center of a fastening bolt.

The uncertainty in wall shape in Figures 40 and 41 is

about t 0.25 num. Thus, the inflection points in the central

regions of the displacement curves seem to be real. The dip in
M the curves near the fasteners is believed to be due to twisting

iUof the edge angle bracket caured by front panel loading.

30
FT 36 SIDE PANEL

110,

*1 '* FRAME 27 315me

------ -FRAME IS 18 I9

L. -FRAME I0 091
----- FRAME 10 0Tm

,50 1001 180 200 250 3,00 350

-ORIZOeJYAL DISTANCE FROM PANEL FASTENERS (MIA)

Figure 40. Sai i as Figure 33, but for Side Panel of Shot FT33,
a 14.3 mm Diameter Sphere Striking at 1.83 km/s.
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C FT .43 SIDE PANEL
150rm BELOW IMPACT POINT

25,-

zW

"U'
~220

I*J

to-• &,44 ma

00.63m.

50 100 20 200O5

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM PANEL FASTENERS (mm)

Figure 41. Same as Figure 40, Except for a Line 150 mm Below
Trajectory.

The peak displacement experienced by side panels is

not reached until relatively late--about 7 ms in FT33 and 6 ms

in FT32. This is long after the projectile has exited the tank.

The maximum displacement observed is about 25 mm. This is

comparable to the entrance panel displacement in FT5B, even

though the energy of the projectile in shot FT33 was almost

three times that of the projectile in shot FT5B.

4.4 PROJECTILE DRAG DETERMINATION

Figures 42 and 43 show sequences of frames from typical

film records of projectile and cavity motion in fluid filled

tanks. Data uere available from the large tank shots, (as
shown in Figure 42) and also from the shock tank shots (as

shown in Figure 43) at early times. These data were used to
determine the projectile velocity and the cavity expansion and

decay rates. The projectile velocity was used to determine
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Figure 42. Projectile Entering Tank in Shot FT4. Inside wall
of tank is just beyond left side of window. Interframe
time is 146 ps.
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(a) Frame after impact

(b) Portions of three successive frames

Fiue43. SucsieFraming Camera Photographs of Projectile

Penetrating Fluid in Shot FTA9. Interframe time is4
1.69 vis. Magnification is 0.68.
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coefficient of drag, CD, a parameter which was used as input to

the fluid drag code.

The coefficient of drag is defined by the relation
du pu2

wm t 2 a CD (15)

where i and u are the projectile mass and velocity, p is the

density of the fluid, a is the projectile cross-section area and

CD is the coefficient of drag. The drag force on a body is,
therefore, proportional to the stagnation pressure and the cross-
sectional area of the body normal to the projectile velocity. The

coefficient of drag is a constant and in general depends on the

Reynolds number and mach number, as shown in Figures 44 through

46. The data in these figures were obtained for projectiles in

air.

4.4.1 Projectile Reynolds Numbers

The Reynolds number for a sphere is given by

Re = PfDu (16)

where pf is the fluid density, D is the diameter of the sphere,

1.5

0
I: 1.0-
U . C RITI A L

o REYNOLDS
INUMBER

U 0.5

LU

0 . ... ii5

10 1002 14 IO 106

REYNOLDS NUMBER

Figure 44. Drag Coefficient vs. Reynolds number for Spheres
(Taken from Prandtl 2 3 ).
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Figure 45. Drag Coefficient vs. mach number for Spheres (Taken
from Shapiro2 4)•
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Figure 46. Reynolds Number vs. Velocity for Spheres.
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.4V is the velocity and pis the fluid viscosity. For water the

viscosity is

-3 kg

and the density ism

Pf 103k
f ~m3

The Reynolds numbers for 11.1 and 14.3 mmr diameter spheres are

plotted in Figure 46.

Comparing Figure 46 to Figures 44 and 45 one sees that the

initial drag coefficient of the projectiles (which are slightly

supersonic) will be 0.6 to 0.8. By the time a projectile is mid-

way across the large tank (0.5 m travel) its velocity has usually

dropped to a little less than half its initial value. Thus, C D
is expected to fall to about 0.4. The drag coefficient will then

continue to decrease, unless the velocity falls below about 100 rn/s.

At that velocity, the critical Reynolds number regime is reached

and C increases sharply. The observed values of C are con-D D
sistent with these considerations.

4.4.2 Drag Measurements

To determine the coefficient of drag, the projectile

position and time data were least-squares fit to the equation

£.n (Kuit+l) (17)
K

where

K Pf CD (8
8 pp R0

and u. is the initial velocity of the projectile in the fluid.
3.

In Equation (18), pf and p are the fluid and projectile densities,
f p

and R is the projectile radius. Equation (17) follows from Equation

(15) after two successive integrations.

The value of u. was determined before the large tank data
1

was curve fit to Equation (17) . This determination was based on

displacement vs. time information, obtained from the shock tank

shots. These measurements provided numerous data points for the

first 5 to 10 cm of projectile travel through the fluid. The
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projectile velocity was found to be essentially constant from

about 10 to 50 Ps after impact. Plots of initial velocity vs. the

impact vrelocity are shown in Figure 47. For small spheres, vel-I

ocity lost during impact was approximately a linear function of

the impact velocity given by

U = 0.92 u 0-1.1 (19)

where u is expressed in km/s. Alternatively, Equation (19) can

* be written

ui=1.1 + 0.08 u 0(20)

*only one large sphere data point was available, so no conclusion

could be drawn concerning the behavior of large spheres.

Data were least-squares fit to Equation (17) using a I
calculated from Equation (20). The resulting drag coefficients
were used in the calculations. The range of variation was small,

however, ranging from 0.32 to 0.36 and increasing with impact

velocity. Figure 48 compares an actual trajectory with the pre-

* dicted one for a typical case (FT5).

Another important result is evident in Equation (20).
For small spheres, the initial velocity of the projectile is
relatively insensitive to variations in impact velocity. Thus,I

the high velocity projectiles surrender increasing amounts of

kinetic energy immediately at impact. This energy is absorbed

in the strong shocks associated with high velocity projectile

impacts.I
There is evidence that the C Dhas a value of approximately

0.6 in the region within about 15 cm of the entrance panel. Values

in this range were computed by CRT using the AFTON code. The
shock tank data also imply large values of C D, but those data are *
considered unreliable for acceleration measurements due to the

"lensing" effect of the shock wave.

4.5 SHOCK VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

The propagation speeds of impact-induced shock waves in

the fluid were measured using the shock tank. Peak pressure can
be calculated directly from these data by using the Hugoniot

relationship:
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Figure 48. Comparison of Measured Projectile Trajectory and
Trajectory Calculated from Best Fit Drag Coefficient
for Shot FT5.
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Ir

P - p0 uU, (21)

(where u and U are, respectively, the particle velocity and the
shock propagation velocity, measured relative to the material
into which the shock is moving) and the known Hugoniot of water( 1 2 )

U 1.51 + 1.85 u (in km/s). (22)

Values of peak shock pressure calculated from (21) and (22) and
the measured values of U along the trajectory for Shot FTA9 are
shown in Figure 49.

FTA 
9

400 }

FISTANCE FROM ENTRANCE PANEL (mm)

Figure 49. Peak Shock Pressure Calculated from Shock Velocity
Data from Shot FTA9.
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For present purposes, the shock position-ti~me data were

fit to an equation provided by Yurkovitch( 7 );

x = kti' (23)

where x and t are shock front position and time, and k and •i are

parameters derived from measurements. The properties of

Equation (23) and the procedure used for deriving k and t are

discussed in Section 5.

The effect of pressure relief on the front tank wall can

be seen by comparing shock propagation (x, t) data into the

fluid with that along the wall. For example, Figure 50 shows

(x, t) data from Shot FTA9. The shock propagation velocities

in the two propagation directions, at 30 mm in the tank, are

1.87 ±0.04 and 1.54 ±0.07 km/s, respectively. The corresponding

pressures are 37.6 and 26.3 MN/mr2 .

100
FTA 9

1 SHOCK FRONT

70

ALONG TRAJECTORY

60 ,,

SOI

505

40 .. . . ENTRANCE PANEL

0 5 10 I5 -20 5 -301 50- 545 0- 60
TIME AFTER IMPACT Cjus)

Figure 50. Shock Position vs. Time for Shot FT9.
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The degree of pressure relief near the entrance panel
is larger for foam-backed panels. In FTA12 (38 mm foam-backed

panel) after "u55 mm travel the shock speeds into the fluid and

along the wall are, respectively, 1.78 ±0.09 and 1.27 ±0.25 km/s.

Corresponding pressures are 21.3 and \O MN/m 2 .

4.6 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

Pressure transducers were included in most of the shots

in order to provide data to check code-generated pressure values.

The pressure data were recorded on wide bandwidth oscilloscopes.

Time of arrival was usually determined from a fiducial mark

superimposed on the data channel.

In many cases the initial pressure spike was off-scale on

the oscillograph. In addition, high frequency noise (-100 kHz) from

mechanical resonances was superimposed on many data traces.

Figure 51 illustrates a typical example, taken from Shot FT31.

The transducer was situated near the center of the tank. The

initial arrival is off scale, but the trace returns about 30 ps

later. There is a pressure plateau of about 1.7 MN/m2, and the

total duration of the pulse is about 150 ps. This transducer

underwent a slight zero shift, which occurred in about one-third

of the records. At later times there is a 2 kHz oscillation.

This also occurred in many records, and is a little too fast to

be ascribed to standing pressure waves in the fluid. More

likely, it is caused by a resonance in the transducer-support

apparatus.

* For many records, the high frequency components were removed

from the transducer output with 30 kHz cut-off filters. Two typical

filtered records are shown in Figure 52. The initial peaks may

* have been slightly clipped, since their rise times are ,l0 ps. The

remainder of the traces are a great deal easier to read than that

of Figure 51. From the lower trace of Figure 52, which is from the

transducer nearest the rear panel in Shot FT34, it can be seen that

the initial pressure spike has an amplitude of ,6.5 MN/m and a

duration of \i00 ps. The pressure then falls to zero over 300 ps. Of

the total impulse contained in the pulse, about half is in the leading
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Ii

Figure 51. Shot FT31, Transducer T3 (431 mm from Entrance Panel,
100 mm Above Trajectory). Scope is triggered' at
Impact. 0.49 ms/div sweep rate. 1.4 MN/m2/div ver-

tical scale.

MEMO
i, Y-1

Figure 52. Shot FT34 Upper beam: Transducer T4 (737 nmm from
Entrance Panel, 180 mm From Trajectory) 1.35 MN/m 2 /div
Lower Beam: Transducer T5 (983 nun from Entrance Panel,
180 mm From Trajectory), 1.6 MN/m2/div, 1.5 ms de-
layed sweep. 0.49 ms/div sweep rate.
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spike. This indicatc. that even deep within the tank, hydrody-

namic ram loading is a very rapid event measured in terths of

milliseconds.

Additional discussion of pressure records for individual

experiments ca be found in Section V. There the measured

pressures are compared with those predicted by numerical techniques.
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SECTION V

CALCULATIONS

Two approaches have been taken to comnput~er prediction of
fuel tanR wall motion. The first approach was based on a finite

element -computer code, BR-li\., originally developed by NorthropI

Copi~to codcalcultatet wmcidtan% t wall rcoe trsponse to flui internalanoaigf

thrý tank walls, 13R-l.X (HIR) . A principal. input is the fluid
-r~sure that would exist at i'ie boundary if the walls were

routine,;; the descr~iption of the pressuros in Lhe fluid due to

projectile drag uses a code de'yeloped by Lun&stiom (1)(fluidl

dray codc) and the oressure profile behind the shock. front

loading pressures for the bare panel problem were calculat,2d

witl. the fluid drag code and fluid shock ecde and input into

the 13R-1A (11R) code. The finite element code does not have

the capab~ility of ---alculati'-i the respconse of a wall backed
by foam.

The second approach was based on a two-dimensional finite

difference code (AFTON) together wi-th a finite element%- code

(WO'74SAP). ',FTON finite difference calculat'6ions were used to

Lreat the bar-. panel c~Ase as well as the foam backed panol

case.

The thrent and impact configurations selected for

comiputer analys-is are outiined in Talolt 2.

S5.1 THE FLUID DRV"(' CODE (FDC)

5.1.1 Descriptio,,ý o-f the Code

Th-e fluid drac) code (FDC) is described in Reference

3. I~ povides a chniquo for calculating the fluid pressure

and vc'lacity as functions of time at spec-ified points within a
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TABLE 2. CALCULATION MATRIX

Panel Considered
Shot No. Sphere Impact Wall Foam BRl-A AFTON/

Size Velocity Material Thickness NONSAP
(mm) (km/s) (Al) (mm)

FT5 11.1 1.53 2024-T3 0 Entrance Entrance

FT26A 11.1 1.52 2024-T3 38 Entrance
FT2 11.1 1.73 7075-T6 0 Entrance
FT6 14.3 1.52 2024-T3 0 Entrance Entrance
FT8 14.3 1.57 2024-T3 38 Entrance
FT33 14.3 1.83 7075-T6 0 Side

tank penetrated by a tumbling projectile. The code is very

efficient and uses only seconds of computer time. The calcu-

lated pressures are sufficiently accurate for most purposes

as long as certain assumptions made in the code are not

violated. These assumptions are:

1. The projectile is subsonic.

2. The cavity does not influence the pressure

field.

3. Boundaries of the fluid are either perfectly

rigid, free, or perfectly transmitting.

4. The fluid N, lune is a rectangular solid.

5. The pzkuiectile drag coefficient is inde-
pendent of projectile velocity (provision

is made for changing drag coefficient due

to projectile tumbling and case stripping,

but these were not used for this work),

In previous work(3) this code was used to calculate the
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pressure induced by tumbling armor piercing (AP) projectiles.

1A The side panels of the tank were so far from the trajectory that

A their influence could usually be ignored. Bullet tumbling and
jacket stripping in the fluid could not be measured very
accurately; however, transducers recorded fluid pressure at
typically five positions in the tank. Using the pressure data,

the nine parameters in the FDC which pertain to bullet

tumbling and stripping were varied to bring the computed

pressures into agreement with the measured pressures. These

parameter values could then be used to compute pressure else-

where in the target tank.

In the present application, no tumbling or stripping of

the projectile occurs, and the values of all input parameters

were uniquely determined from measurements. The value of the

drag coefficient (CD) and the initial projectile velocity (u.)

were determined from the experimental data, as discussed in
Section 4.4.

The coordinate system defined for the IDC consisted

of an origin at the lower riqht hand corner of the

entrance panel; + x pointed across the tank, + y was up, and
+ z was into the tank. I

The volume occupied by fluid was Ox~xc, 0<y-yc, and

0<z<z c , where xc, Yc, and zc were C.850, 0.798, and 0.980 11,

respectively.
Two minor modifications were made to the FDC. First,

the IMAGES subroutine was modified to allow boundary conditions

pertinent to the UDRI test tank. Pressure reflections from

"tank boundaries are accounted for by up to 27 images of the

projectile moving in an infinite fluid. In the original

version of the code, all images were of the same type,

depending on whether the boundaries were rigid (+1 image),

free (-l image) or transmitting (0 image). In the present

version, the values of the ASIGN matrix are altered to describe

a tank with rigid boundaries at x = 0, and at y = 0, free

surfaces at x = Xc, y y., and z = zc, and a transmitting

boundary at z = 0.
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The other modification necessary to the code was a

provision to calculate and print the input data in the format

required for the BR-lA (HR) code. The required input data are

just twice the pressures as calculated by the FDC on the

z = 0 plane. It was determinea that the code could not

calculate pressure at z = 0, so the entrance panel pressures

were calculated for z = 0.5 mm. The code modifications were

inserted into the MIRROR subroutine to calculate pressure and

into the HRAM subroutine to write data. The modification made

to the FDC, as well as sample input data, are listed in

Appendix B.

5.1.2 Validation of Pressure re' . by the FDC

Validation of the FDC was accomplished by comparing

pressures predicted by the code with pressures measured by

transducers or predicted by the AFTON code. In assessing the

code, no input parameters were altered to improve agreement
with the measured pressure profiles.

The best pressure transducer data were obtained from

stations in the rear half of the target tank. For Shot FT33,

the computed and measured pressure pulses for the T4 transducer

are compared in Figure 53. The transducer was situated 740 mm

from the entrance panel and 100 mm above trajectory. The os-

cilloscope record was filtered with a 30 kHz (30 ps rise time)

cut-off filter. Thus, the pulse rise time may have been lengthened

and reduced slightly. The record shown in the figure has been

smoothed by hand to eliminate pulses shorter than r20 ps duration.

Negative values of FDC predicted pressure are plotted as zero.

The agreement of the two pressure profiles is very

satisfactory. The arrival time of the predicted pulse agreed

with that of the measured pulse better than the estimated measure-

ment error (±10 ps). Both pulses indicate that the peak pressure

is attained within ,25 ps after first arrival, and after the peak

the pressure decays rapidly. After about 50 ps the decay be-

comes less rapid. Over two-thirds of the total impulse is con-

tained in the more slowly decaying regime, which lasts for about

150 ws. The impulse delivered by the two pulses agree within the

measurement accuracy (±15%).
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Figure 53. Comparison of pressure computed by FDC and pressure
measured by a transducer in Shot FT33 at a point
located at 100 mm above trajectory 740 mm from the
entrance panel.

A spike which occurs at 700 ps in the FDC calculation
is nearly absent in the transducer record. Inspection of the
calculated fluid velocity components reveals that the spike is
due to a reflection from the bottom of the tank, which was
modeled as a rigid boundary. In the FDC, the reflection

propagated through the cavity to arrive at the transducer
station. In the actual experiment, of course, the cavity does
not propagate waves. Fortunately, late time arrivals such as

these carry little impulse and are not of great concern in
assessing thu usefulness of the FDC. The effect of similar
cavity-related errors in the FDC treatment will be even smaller

at the panels.

A similar comparison of pressure profiles for the T3
transdiucer in Shot FT33 (at z = 430 mm, 100 mm above trajectory)
is shown in Figure 54. Consideration of the indicated zero
shift in the transducer data brings the two profiles into good
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Figure 54. Same as Figure 53, except for a point 0.43 m
behind the entrance panel.

agreement. The same general features noted previously apply

here, too. On the computed profile, points A, B, and C mark,
respectively, the arrival of reflections from the bottom surface,

the free (top) surface, and the side surfaces. (Contrary to the
appearance of the figure, it can be seen from examination of the
printouts that the arrival from the sides had no effect on

pressure and dP/dt did not change).

"Figure 55 illustrates the agreement between the FDC

A {and pressure data for the transducer placed nearest the entrance
panel. The data from the T1 station (z = 133 mm, 220 mm above

trajectory) in Shot FT5 are used. Again, arrival times agree

extremely well. When the transducer record comes back on scale,
it is in satisfactory agreement with the FDC pressure. The

* agreement is improved if the measured spikes at 230 and 290 ps

Ii are regarded as instrument noise. This is probably the case,

since they appear on almost all Tl transducer traces. The
accuracy of the FDC near the entrance panel can be assessed by

comparison with the results of the AFTON calculations.
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Figure 55. Same as Figure 52, but for a point 220 mm above

trajectory and 133 mm behind entrance panel.

Figures 56 and 57 document two such comparisons within

100 mm of the panel. The FDC does not model shock wave

formation, and hence fails to reproduce the leading. peak on the

AFTON profiles. The AFTON pressure is overall slightly higher

because in the AFTON model of the FT5 event the projectile

enters the fluid at 1.55 km/s, whereas in the FDC model, it

enters at 1.24 km/s. The general agreement between these two

totally different numerical treatments implies that both suc-

cessfully model the effects of drag forces in the fluid.

5.1.3 Results of Calculations With FDC

The FDC was very helpful for obtaining a qualitative

understanding of several phenomena in the target tanks. For

example, most transducer records showed an abrupt drop to zero

pressure about 200 ps after first arrival. This was shown to

be due to the reflection of a pressure wave from the free

surface. It was also shown that in general P>>poU 2 in the flow,

so that the orientation of a transducer will not effect its
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Figure 56. Comparison of pressure profiles predicted by FDC
and AFTON for a point 100 mm behind the entrance
panel and 100 mm off trajectory.
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Figure 57. Same as Figure 56, but for a point 50 mm behind

entrance panel.
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reading. This was confirmed experimentally.

Lundstrom suggested that negative values of cal-
culated pressure be set equal to zero for computational
purposes. This was done for the input to the BR-lA (HR) calcu-
lations. Lundstrom has suggestea2 that, at least near the
trajectory, negative values of pressure may signify cavitation.
In Figure 58, the observed cavity at z = 133 mm is compared
with regions of (y, t) space in which the Lundstrom code
predicts negative pressures.

320 I---__
I iI

300

-. 280 
_ _ _

E 260r
i I WAVE I{ •FROM

~240 FRM I
BOTTOMI

S220

200; 1 1 III

S16~~ISO

140 WAVE
( ROM I TME/,ZT z / (CAVITY"10 . BOUNDARY

S80

677

S~W

: 0 200 600 1000 1400 1BO0 2200 2600 3000

,• ~TIME (,a~s)
!!Figure 58. Comparison of experimei,tal and predicted cavitation

at z = 133 mm for Shot FT5. (Horizontal lines
Sshow region in which calculated pressure is less

J ýtthan zero).
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The initial agreement with the projectile cavity is rather good.

However, the code also predicts a cavitation wave from the upper
free surface which was not observed within the space visible to

the trajectory-viewing framing camera.
Figures 59 and 60 show examples at front panel pres-

sures calculated for FT5 and FT5B. It can be seen that in the

central regions of the tank, peak pressures are approximately

7 MN/m2 (1000 psi) but drop by a factor of 10 in about 300 ps.

50
FT,5 CO 00357 U, • 1 24 kmIS

10O 29 22

,5 414

z 22 15

1 29

"C0.05

,29 w

S2227

,•.• ~ ~~~~0.01 I , I I ,

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 EOO 650

TIME (Ga)

Figure 59. Pressure-time history predicted at selected points
on trajectory for impact conditions of Shot FT5.
The numbers identify pressure-history points. The
coordinates of the prGssure-history points can be
found from Vig~ure 64.
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Figure 60. Pressure-time history for selected points above and
below trajectory for impact conditions of Shot FTS.
The coordinates of the pressure history points are
given in Figure 64.

5.2 THE FLUID SHOCK CODE
The shock pressure in a hydrodynamic ram event loads a

small portion of the entrance panel impulsively during the first
100 vs after impact. Pressure profiles behind a shock front are
extremely difficult to measure, but using the theory described

by Yurkovich( 7 ), they can be calculated from measurements of
the shock front velocity. His treatment uses a nondimensional

form for the continuity equations and the equations of state,

and is based upon the work of Bach and Lee( 1 6 ). For this study,

only the portion of Yurkovich's work which treated the pressure

behind a shock front is described.

The conservation equations and the equation of state are

written in nondimensional form. The following definitions

are needed;
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Shock Mach Number; M c c!

Position; r =r

rs°
0

Density; p(r,Mso) = p(r't)

so PoUo 2 (t)

In the above equations, subscript so, indicates quanti-

ties along the axis of symmetry, c is the sound velocity

(1495 m/s in water) and a bar designates a non-dimensional

quantity. Using these definitions, a profile of the pressure

behind the shock front can be described. The equation for the

pressure requires the non-dimensional density immediately behind

the shock front, pl. To evaluate this quantity, a non-dimensional

form of the adiabatic equation of state is combined with the

Hugoniot relations to give:

M2 1 Pl 1 (25)
so n - 11

when n for water is 7.0 and total symmetry was assumed. The i
general equation for the pressure at any point behind the shock

is then given by
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P2 (1 q+2P = P1 ;+ 2 P -r

/iq+2}

( P3  l+ r [ (q+2) (ZnP) -1] (26)
(q+2)2

q+2

+(q+2) P4 (2- {[(q+2) (Znr) -112 +

The non-dimensional pressure terms for Equation (25),-are given

by:

--1 . -. (2 7 )

•U

2= i1 1-) (1-H) + 8 (1 + Ss LL), (28)

- (•lH) , 29

P U+ H-2) - 8] - 8 M , (29)

-2 (30)

where;

r s u a
a - 2 (31)

and

a sH z iM n p, (32)
114

For the case of a strong shock, the gene•.al form of the equation
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can be simplified to:

- = P + p+ -1). (33)

Yurkovich made the assumption that the shock would be strong.

The simplified initial conditions led to the equation

1 _ql -2

1 q+2 q+2 ( 1 + -1)

(34)

(i-jq+2' s

Te+ (1 (q+2) OMs i

The calculation of the pressures from the above equations is

dependent upon the measurement of the shock front Mach number
D , and the determination of the parameter S.s

For this work, S wa& found by using Equation (31) and

assuming that the shock front pobition as a function of time is
described by

r, ktJ (35)

Yurkovich selected the form of Equation (34) for convenience and
because it described the shock waves produced by hypervelocity
iwpact in previous experiments. Yurkovich used q, - 0.8 as

descriptive of water. The data for Shot FTA4 are fit by
Equation (35) with the parameters k - 2.54 mm and x 0.901

(for t in is) or

r- 2.54t 0 "9 0 1  (36)

A computer routine to perform the shock pressure calcu-

lations was written and is listed in Appendix B. The results

of three methods of calculating the pressure are illustrated

in Figure 61. The non-dimensional pressures are plotted as a
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Figure 61. Typical pressure profile calculated by three methods.

function of the non-dimenoional radius of the shock front. For

the illustrated pressures, the shock front Mach number was

1.25 and the parameter 0 was -0.10988. From Equation (35) , this
corresponds to a shock radius of 16 mm at a time of 7.74 ps afterI

impact.

The three pressure solutions converged at the shock front
2[to 384 MN/m (55.7 ksi). Near r = 0 the computed pressure

significantly different for the three methods. However, it .

should be noted that the entrance hole extends from r = 0 to
0.347. No pressure can be exerted on a wall over this region.

N,.ne of the three methods for calculating the pressures on the
wall near the entrance hole takes into account the penetrating

projectile.

The Yurkovich pressure equation (Equation (34)) was used
to generate the impulse delivered to an element of the entrance

panel imnediately after penetration. The scheme for calculating

the impulse is shown in Figure 62. The force on each region is
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Figure 62. Scheme used in calculating the impulse delivezed by
the shock pressures to the entrance panel. No
forces are applied to the entrance hole (shaded
area). Forces on the remainder of the region are
calculated from pressure averages.

computed as the average pressure (Pi + P i-)/ 2 times the area of

the region A. The area is given by

A. i(i -R ) (37)

and the force on the ith region is given by

F. = P u 2TA (38)

The average pressure for the i th section is read from pressure

profile plots similar to those shown in Figure 61. Total forces

were calculated at several different times after impact. The

forces after impact for Shots FTA4 and FT5B are shown in

Figure 63. The forces were integrated to obtain impulse values

which were input into the BR-lA (HR) structure code°.
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Figqure 63. Plot of .,rce vs, tximie for pressure calculated at
entrance panel for Shot FTSLB. Impulse was
calculated from this plot numerically.

5.3 BR-lA (11R) STRUCTURAL RESPONSE' CODE
Deflection of bare entrance and side panels was numeri-

caily computed using the BR-lA (UR) structural response code.

The basic code, BR-lA, was developed by Northrop Corporation

to model blast loading of aircraft structures. For application
to hydrodynamic ram problems, the code was modified (IIR) at the

Naval Post Graduate School(16)*

Considerable effort was expended in developing a correct
version of the BR-lA (MR) code. The original ([R) modifications

were made on an IBMi 360 version of the BR-I code. After these
modifications were made to the BR-IA code and a sample problem

executed on the CDC 6600, the results did not agree with those

of Reference 16. An error in the CDC 6600 BR-lA code was
finally uncovered. The statement labolud 3431 in the XFORCE

routine should read 3431 JJ - JJ + 2.
The HIR modification to the code were based on one-
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dimensional piston theory which calculates the pressure on a

piston as

P P + Pc (uf - w) , (39)

where p is the net pressure on a boundary wall, pi is the inci-

dent fluid pressure (e.g., the pressure as if the wall did not

affect the fluid), u is the incident fluid velocity normal to

the wall, and w is the wall velocity.

The assumption that P. pcu leads to
1

or P = 2Pi - pcw, (40)

P = pc (2uf-w). (41)

The physical basis of these forms of piston theory is

discussed in Reference 22. All are exact for planar incident

waves at normal incidence. Equation (40) is exact for an

arbitrary incident wave on a plane rigid wall, and Equation (41)

is exact for an arbitrary incident wave on a plane free surface.

For nearly-free surface boundary conditions Equation (40
should give better solutions than Equation (39). Thin aluminum

walls are expected to behave more like free surfaces at early

times .nd like rigid boundaries as membrane strains develop. On

the other hand, in the motions which are considered in this

report, it turns out that Pi>>pcuf. Thus, the use of Equation

(40) will lead to greater driving stresses than the use of

Equation (41). Since, in general, use of the BR-lA (HR) code

leads to underprediction of displacement, we have used the form
of piston theory of Equation (40) throughout. This same proce-

dure was used in Reference 9 for the same reason. With this

form of piston theory, the input required for t1he BR-IA (11R) is

twice the incident pressure Pi. which would be present if there

were no fluid-wall coupling. This pressure was provided by

the FDC and fluid shock programs described in the preceding

sections.
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5.3.1 Calculations of Entrance Panel Motion

The elements used to model one-half of the front face

of the tank are shown in Figure 64. Circled numbers designate

the plate elements and the uncircled numbers designate the i
joints. The projectile impact occurs at joint 32. The line

between joints 29 and 36 is a line of symmetry. The bottom

and top edges of the tank are assumed simply supported; how-
ever, the slant side is not as easily modeled. The allowable I
constraints provided by the code are in the global coordinate

system, and it is desirable to let the slant edge rotate about

a line parallel to the edge. This was done by allowing side

joints to rotate about both the x and y axes.

is 2i
500m .? inI

_______ /I 5
4 16 24 32

3 H15 ,. 23 31

I-

g 13 2 29

Figure 64 . Finite element model of left side of a fuel tank
entrance panel. Impact occurs at joint 32. The
right side of the tank wall is treated as synmmetric.
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One very important shortcoming of the program is its
inability to handle the initial static deflection due to the

hydrodynamic pressure in the tank. It was initially thought
that this could be done by applying the hydrostatic pressure
as a step function, running the problem to equilibrium and then

applying the shock and drag pressures. However, due to the
small time step required by the program for numerical stability,

this was not possible without an unacceptible use of computer
time. An initial attempt at this problem using 100 time steps

(total time of 0.0014 seconds) required 570 seconds of CP time
and over an hour of 10 time on the CDC 6600. A run to equili-
brium might take ten times this long. The efficient solution

of this problem would require modification of the program to
provide a solution to the initial static problem.

An additional weakness in the program is the
necessity of providing input pressures which are constant over

an element. This makes modeling of the initial impact and
early drag forces rather arbitrary since the pressure gradients
are very large. This problem could be ameliorated but not
eliminated by using smaller elements.

5.3.1.1 Case of 11.1 mm Diameter Projectile Striking
2024-T3 Entrance Panel at 1.5 km/s
This case corresponded to experiments, FT5, FT5A,

FT5B, and FTA4 and was also calculated with the AFTON/NONSAP
codes (see Appendix A). Samples of the pressures calculated

with the FDC and input into the BRI-A (HR) code are given in
Figures 65 and 66. The running time was typical, 431 s CP and

1993 s 10.

It is apparent that the discrepancy between pre-
dicted and observed panel displacement is very severe. In the

calculation, the peak displacement is reached in about 600 ps,
and is 15 percent of the eventual peak displacement observed

for that experiment. The calculation also fails to show the
relatively sharp increase in displacement which propagates
away from the impact point. Thus, the computed panel dis-

placement profile is neither in qualitative nor quantitative
agreement with observation.
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Figure 65. Comparison of panel profiles predicted by BR-lA (HR)
code and measured during Shot FT5B. Impact condition
is 11.1 mm diameter sphere striking 1.5 mm thick
2024-T3 aluminum panel at 1.5 km/s. BR-lA (HR)
was driven by pressures calculated with FDC and
shock code.
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Figure 66. Out-of-plane displacement at nodes of calculation
shown in Figure 65, at 0.89 ms after impact.
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The outward velocity of the panel at node 16, which
is 202 nmm away from the impact point, is shown in Figure 67
The panel begins to move out at 80 us after impact; this motion
is due to the affects of the early-time shock, which have pro-
pagated through the aluminum. The pressure wave in the fluid
arrives at about 130 his. At that time the panel accelerates
outward. At times later than about 200 us, the panel decelerates,
and by 600 us the panel has stopped moving. This behavior is
completely contrary to observation.

The deceleration of the panel can only be due to an
inward-directed force. The strains in the panel at these times
are too small to provide such a force. The restraining forces
arise from the piston theory embodied in the BR-lA (HR) code.

The piston theory term for this node, 2P-•cw, is
graphed in Figure 68. (The incident pressure can be seen in
Figure 59). Note Jhat this term is generally negative. This
is because the incident pressure falls off rapidly from its
initial maximum value. Physically, such an incident wave would
cause the front wall to spall away from the fluid. However,
the piston theory does not allow cavitation, and so a negative
pressure is exerted on the panel causing it to decelso ate and
stop. Previous investigators have also noted this phenomenon,

both in calculations(9) and experiments (25)

Another cause for error in the BR-lA (MR) treatment
of entrance panel motion lies in the derivation of the incident
pressures themselves. It is assumed that the pressure incident
on any element of the panel is independent of the motion of
other elements of the panel. This is clearly not the case.
Motion of the panel in the region near the entrance hole will
attenuate fluid pressure waves before they reach more distant
elements. This is particularly evident in the case of the shock
wave. As discussed in Section IV, the observed shock fronts
are not hemispherical, which indicates that the peak pressure

at the front decays more rapidly along the panel than in the
fluid; this behavior is not mimicked by the calculations.
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Figure 67. Panel velocity at node 16 (see Figure 64) for
calculation shown in Figure 65.
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Figure 68. Piston theory pressure at node 16 for the calcula-

tion shown in Figure 65.
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Note that these two sources of error are in opposite

directions. The failure to treat cavitation leads to reduced

displacement, while the failure to treat incident wave attenua-

tion leads to increased displacement.

In order to evaluate the BR-i code without the

uncertainties introduced by piston theory, a calculation of the

FT5 experiment was carried out using pressure data yenerated by

the AFTON code. The pressure was calculated at points I nim

behiind the entrance panel, which was modeled by mass-loads

only (e.g., no tensile stroength) The prossure data supplied

by CRT were integrated and interpolated by hand to derive input

data for a BR-IA (run without the HR op.tion) The resuilts

are shown in Fiqure tW1.

FT 5 ENTRANCL PANEL.
CRT BR I DISPtACEMENT

2•I 07ma DATA BAND

-0 5o~~ 9"14 nuo •
09m

HOM4.O)NTAL DISTANC- FROM IMPACT POINT (mm,

Figure 69. Comparison of BR-lA calculation with experimental
data fcr case of 11.1 nu diameter sphere strikinq
1.5 mn thick 2024-T3 panel at 1.5 km•/s. BR-lA was
driven by pressures calculated by AFTON code.
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The displacements predicted by this calculation are

up to four times greater than those from the previous calculation.

There has al~o been a significant quolitative improvement in

the profile. At 940 ws the panel is continuing to move outward,

and it appears the final displacements will be about twice

the values at that time. The regions of relatively sharp

increase in displacement at about 250 imm and 90 irmn are qualita-

tively reproduced. Quantitative accuracy of the calculated

displacement at 900 Ps is still poor; the peak value is low by

a factor four. It appe'ars that beyond the immediate cntrance

region, final displacement will be about 50% too low.

The displacerments are ,I1so considerably less than

those of the corresponding NONSAP calculation (Fiqure A-8) . At

600 us the discrepancy is only about 15', but in the entrance

reqion, it is a factor 3. At 1 mis the agreement is imprtoved

because the NONSAP panel has begun to rebound, and the i3R-IA

panel has not.

The difference between these two calculations Is

apparently due to the number of elements. The NONSAP calcula-

tion used 56 annular elements. The BR-lA used .32. However, a

horizontal radius in the BR-lA calculo:tion only passes through

tour elements, the tirst of which is 76 nim wide. Given the

coarse zoning, the degree of disagreement between these calcu- I
lations is not unreasonable. It is also clear that the BR-IA I
cannot treat the region immediately adjacent to impact without

a great increase in zone density, and hence running time.

One run was carried out in which the usual driving

pressures were inserted into the BR-lA (HR) code, but the (ILR)

option was not exercised. The particular input pressures used

were those from Shot FT2, which was at a 12% higher impact

velocity than the shot considered above. As expected, neglect

of the piston theory yielded dramatic displacements. Zones

around the entrance panel failed at once. This calculation was

run out to 145 is. At that time the peak deflection was over
75 mm. Zones adjacent to the impact site were moving out at I
250 m/s. Thus, neglect of piston theory is not a viable means

of bringing BR-lA calculations into agreement with observation.
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5.3.1.2 Case of 11.1 mm Diameter Proectile Striking 7075-T6
Entrance Panel at 1.73 km/s

This case corresponds to Shuts FT2 and FT3. In

both shots, the entrance panels failed catastrophically.

The FDC calculation was carried out with CD = 0.356

and an entrance velocity of 1.26 km/s. The shock loadinq was

obtained by scaling up tho impulse loads from the previous

calculation by the ratio of impact velocities.

No failure in any zone was predicted by the code.

The computed wall deflections were once again minimal. A hori-

zontal profile across trajectory is shown in Figure 70.

FT 2 ENTRANCE PANEL
OR IA•N•ODISPLACEUENT

Is

S10.

0 75mG

o... 100 150 go' 250 300 350
HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM IMPACT POINT (mm)

Figure 70. Displacement profile predicted for case of 11.1 nun
diameter sphere striking 1.5 amm thick 7075-T6 panel
at 1.73 km/s. Contrary to experiment, no failure
wýs indicated by calculation.
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5.3.1.3 Case of 14.3 mm Diameter Sphere Striking 2024-T3
Panel at 1.52 km/s.
This case corresponds to Shots FT6 and FTA9. A

problem was encountered in the shock analysis for this run. The

decay parameter, n, determined along trajectory, was found to

be 0.988. This was apparently caused by the motion of the large

projectile driving the shock. The shock fronts calculated by .

the fluid shock code wiLh this value of n decayed slower than

l/r; thus, the energy deposited in the entrance panel by the

shock wave increased with time. This is a non-physical effect

caused by the fact that attenuation of pressure at outlaying

zones by close-in zones cannot occur in the calculation. To

keep some degree of reality in the input, the shock loading was

arbitrarily terminated at 50 ps. The calculated wall displace-

ments, shown in Figure 70, reveal the effect of the intense
shock loading. However, no failure was indicated by the calcu-

lation, even though massive failure occurred in the actual

experiment.

5.3.2 Calculations of Side Panel Motion

The elements used for calculations of side panel motion
ar,. shown in Figure 71. The nomenclature is the same as for
Figure 64. The boundaries are taken as simply 6upported. The

panel properties were chosen for 7075-T6 aluminum.

5.3.2.1 Case of 14.3 mm Diameter Sphere Striking at 1.83 km/s

This case corresponds to Shuts number FT32, FT33 and
FTA9. The FDC code was run with a coefficient of drag equal to

0.334. The entrance velocity of the sphere in the fluid was

taken as 1.56 km/s. As noted in Section IV, the agreement of
predicted and experimentally-measured fluid pressure in the

tank interior was rather good for this case. The FDC calcula-

tion was carried out to 1.25 ms, at which time the panel pressures

were negligible. The BR-lA (HR) calculation was carried out to

2.5 ms.

The tank displacements at trajectory height predicted

by the calculation are shown in Figure 72. Again the displace-

monts are far less than those observed for Shot FT33. The
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Figure 71. Element used in BR-lA calculation of side panel

displacement.
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Figure 72. Comparison of side panel profile computed by

BR-lA (HR) calculation and profile measured in

experiment FT33.
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calculated profiles show a shape which is basically correct,

but especially at later times, their amplitudes are only about

15% of the actual values.I
The failure of the code to account for maxiAmum dis-

placement is again apparently due to its neglect of cavitation.

Figure 71 illustrates the computed wall velocity at a point near

the center of the panel. The loading pressure applied to this

region of the panel rises to a peak in 10 iis and falls to halfI

its peak value in 30 k's; it has a second arrival at %200 k's

after first arrival. Thus, it turns out that the piston theory

term, 2P-pcw, becomes negative within 100 ýis. The reflectedI
arrivals from the bottom and opposite side of the tank are

evident in the velocity history. However, duo to the retarding

force, by 1.1 mns the panel has no outward velocity. in con-

trast, the actual panel has an average velocity of about 4 rn/s

between 0. 9 and 1. 9 mns and did not stop unti 1 %6 mns.

5.4 FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATIONS

Another computational routine used in this hydrodynamic

ram study was the AFTON code of California Research and Tech-

nology (CRT). It is a two-dimensional, finite element wave

propagation code. It is an established program, chosen for

this work because it has been used on a large number of impactI

and penetration problems similar to hydrodynamic ram.

5.4.1 .50 Caliber Projectile Impacts
As part of the present program, several WAVE-L (a code

Ksimilar to AFTON) calculations of hydrodynamic ram events were
executed 5 . A study of .50 caliber projectile impacts was

(5)completed and reported separately .A.50 caliber projectile

was modeled and allowed to penetrate an axisymmetric tank through

a flat entrance panel and exit the tank through a flat exit

panel. The cross-sectional area of the projectile was varied

to simulate the changing coefficient of drag observed during

tumbling. Two tank models were used, both had 3.2 mm aluminum

entrance and exit panels. The tanks had different depths, 76
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Figure 73. Panel velocity at node 27 (see Figure 71) of
calculation shown in Figure 72.

and 381 mm. The 76 mm tank model was used for code verification

and for an investigation of the effects of rigid foam. The
381 mm tank model was used for the principal studies where

there was no foam in the tank. An illustration of the pro-
jectile penetrating the entrance wall is shown in Figure 74.

As the projectile penetrated the fluid, the code calculated
fluid particle velocity and pressures and tank wall motion.
Fluid cavitation was observed as well as wall stresses suffi-
cient to initiate cracks.

As the projectile traversed the 381 cm tank, it was
allowed to tumble rapidly and was fully tumblud when it
reached the exit wall. The resulting coefficient of drag is

shown in Figure 75 contrasted to that postulated for a more
slowly tumbling projectile. For comparison, the coefficient of
drag of a high velocity steel sphere in water is also shown.
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Figure 74. Finite element model of .50 caliber projectile
perforating the entrance wall of a fuel tank.
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Figure 75. Drag parameter vs. projectile displacement for
smoothly tumbling and rapidly tumbling projectiles
and for an 11.1 mm diameter steel fragment simulator.
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Rigid foam backing to the exit panel was also modeled.

"The equation of state for AVCO Thermarest@ rigid foam was used.

L= The compression of the foam was also computed with the finite

difference code. A principal characteristic of the rigid foam

is that it transfers all of the stress that it receives until
that stress reaches the crushing strength of the foam (approxi-

2mately 0.17 MN/mi). The foam then yields, allowing expansion
of the fluid and subsequent reduction of the fluid pressure.

Studies with a one-dimensional model of the foam indicated that

approximately 30 to 40 mm of foam would adequately protect a

3.2 mm thick exit panel. From these studies, it was recommended
that the entrance panel be thin so that only a small amount of

energy would be transferred directly to the panel during pene-

tration. It was also recommended that the entrance panel have

a large surface area backed by foam which would absorb the

energy of the penetrating projectile.

5.4.2 Calculation of Hydrodynamic Ram Effects of High
Velocity Fragments
For the high velocity fragment calculations a slightly

different calculational technique was employed. The WAVE-L

calculations conducted for the projectiles presented two im-

portant difficulties. Firstly, the Lagrangian formulation of
the WAVE-L code did not model the high velocity flow around

the projectile very well. Secondly, the finite difference

formulation was not an efficient way to model the wall response.

The details of the calculation approach and principal

results are given in Appendix A.

5.4.2.1 Outline of Approach
Recognizing that numerical solutions of impacts

into fuel tanks must be efficient (inexpensive) in order to be

useful, a number of important innovations were made for the

high velocity fragment calculations. First, a coupled finite

difference (FD)/finite element (FE) approach was implemented

to avoid the serious problem which would be caused by tiny

time steps if the plate were to be treated in a FD code.

Second, a finite difference code (AFTON) which has characteris-
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-tics which are well-suited to the fuel tank application was

adapted and demonstrated.

Initially, a 11.1 mm diameter sphere at 1.55 km/s

(Case A, corresponding to Shot FT5) was calculated with AFTON

until the sphere penetrated many diameters and the entrance

panel pressures decayed to the 0.1-1 MN/m2 level (a time of
175 ps). -

The pressure-time histories along the entrance

panel provided the boundary conditions to a FE calculation

(using the NONSAP code) of the panel, which was then carried

out to 3 ins.

Comparisons between some of the calculated and

imeasured panel displacements for this configuration are shown

in Figure 76. (Additional comparisons are shown in Appendix A).

I i

30
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HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM IMPACT POINT (mm)

Figure 76. Comparison of AFTON-NONSAP calculation with experi-
mental data for case of 11.1 mm diameter sphere

striking 1.5 mm thick 2024-T3 panel at 1.5 km/s.
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Figure 76 shows that at early times, up to about 0.6 mns, the

computed and measure~d profiles are in approximate agreement.

In fact, it can be shown that the predicted peak displacement *
is within the measurement uncertainty of the experimental value.

However, apparently due to the premature termination of driving
pressures in the calculation, the computed profiles rebound at *

later times, when the actual panels continued to move out.

This can be seen in the figure by comparing the two profiles

for 1 ma after impact.

Case B (Shot FT26), in which the panel was backed

by 38 mm, of foam, was then run to 175 ps on AFTON. The entrance

panel pressures calculated in Case B were orders of magnitude

smaller than had been calculated in Case A. It was, therefore,

clear that failure would not occur in Base B, and it was decided

to concentrate on an evaluation of the sensitivity of the

Nand asupions. lmn nlsst om fteiptcniin

andNA fsupionitslmn.nlsst om fteiptcniin
Consequently, several additional NONSAP calculations

of Case A were performed, namely:

(a) A FE solution was obtained of the static dis-

I.. tortion of the panel under a uniform 0.05 MN/in 2 hydrostatic load,

representing the pre-iinpact water head at th level of the impact

aoit thocntro the paelafnkmx. This wouinprdcdas mabomut halflthemet

poit oh cntro the tank o 5m. This souinpwdcdas maximum dislateet

static displacement which was observed in the test panels. This

difference indicates that the test panel shape (trapezoidal) and

edge constraint conditions substantially affect its static

response.

(b) The dynamic FE calculation of Case A was

repeated, except that the panel was initially statically

Fdeformed to simulate the effect of the static hydrostatic load

on the dynamic displacements. The minimal differences between

this repeat and the original Case A analysis indicated that

the initial static distortions in this case were not signifi-

'I ~cant to dynamic response. '
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(C) Several short calculations in which the

inelastic properties of the aluminum were varied did not produce

changes that would significantly alter the calculated results.

These trends established that the strength modeling in NONSAP

was adequate.

Based on the experience gained from the preceding

effort, when the third case was examined (a 14.3 nin diameter

sphere impacting at 1.5 km/s) two considerations led to a first

attempt of running a FE calculation (Case C-l) using the AFTON

loading obtained from Case A, scaled by the ratio of the sphere

diameters. First, this approach would be very attractive for

future design studies of impacts onto fuel tank walls (with or

without foam backing), since a single AFTON FD analysis could

be used as input to several plate response, FE calculations,

thereby significantly reducing costs. Second, since the en-

trance panel thickness doesn't scale when the sphere diameter
is changed, this procedure slightly overestimates the impulse
delivered to the front panel. Thus, if no difference between

Case C-i and Case A was observed, the ability of the numerical

technique to predict front panel failure would be suspect. As

it turned out, the resulting stresses and strains in Case C-i,
as stated inl the appendix, were suffiriently different from

Case A to provide convincing evidence that the code solution

could differentiate between plate response to various loadings.

The scaled impulses used in the foregoing step wore
expected to be overestimates of the test, since the actual panel

thicknesses did not scale. Therefore, a FD calculation, Case

C-2, with the 14.3 nmm diameter sphere was run with the correct

panel thickness. Peak pressure and impulses along the panel in

Case C-2 were found to be only slightly smaller than the scaled

values from Case A which were used in Case C-1 (see Figure A-18

in appendix). This confirmed the general validity of the scaled-

r loading approach. Comparisons of other measured data (sphere

displacement, shock velocity, water pressures) were excellent.

t0
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original plans for a second foam-backed panel

calculation were abandoned because the Case B results and the

experimental data showed that. the 38 mm thick foam was .
considerably thicker than needed to prevent fractures. Thus,

another calculation with such a thick foam layer would not be

expected to produce any additional information. The remainingj

effort was, therefore, expended on examining refinements of

the numerical techniques which could substantially reduce the

cost per case and improve accuracy of these sol.utions.

5.4.2.2 ConclusionsI

The principal conclusions from the AFTON-NONSAP

calculations are as follows.,

1. The AFTON code is capable of accurately

generating the pressure field within the fluid for the length >
of time that loading of the entrance panel is significant.

2. AFTON-driven NONSAP calculations can predict4
displacement profiles which are qualitatively correct. It

appears that it will not be difficult to predict failure by

these means. The AFTON-NONSAP features responsible for
inaccuracies in displacement predictions are simplified boun-I
dary conditions, axial symmetry assumption, and premature

termination of the driving pressure.I

3. AFTON results can be simply scaled to account

for variation in projectile diameter.
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SECTION VI

SUMM4ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Hydrodynamic ram effects induced by high-velocity

fragments have been studied with experimental and analytical

and numerical techniques. The projectileti were 11.1 and 14.3 nuii

diameter steel spheres traveling in excess of 1.5 kmi/s.
It was found that:I
1. High velocity projectiles constitute a severe

threat to entrance panels.

2. 2024-T3 aluminum allay is far more resistant to

ram damage than 7075-T6 aluminum alloy.

3. Both ballistic foam and styrofoam are extremely

effective in defeating entrance panel hydrodynamic ram.

44. The dynamics of entrance panel motion and failure

are as follows: The impact induced shock wave produces ex-

tremely high pressures over the area immediately adjacent to

the impact site; however, the duration of the shock pressure is

only tens of microseconds. During the time that significant loads

-. I are applied, the response of the panels is largely inertial. Most

* of the impulse is transferred to the panel before it has strained

* appreciably. The outward motion of the panel then proceeds at a

relatively slow rate; the major displacement step propagates at

only 3Q00 rn/s. The hoop stresses due to the deformation induced

by the shock may cause very early tensile failure at the entrance

site. if this occurs, cracks propagate out as the panel displaces.
Thus, the critical physical processes in an entrance panel. event

take place within a few tens of millimeters of the entrance site

during the first hundred microseconds after impact.

5. The local nature of entrance panel phenomena

permits meaningful experiments to be carried out in small scale

tanks.
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6. The moir6 fringe device developed for this program

can be used to measure hydrodynamic ram-induced panel motions

with sufficient accuracy and resolution to check numerical

predictions.I
7. The fluid drag code developed at NWC provides an

adequate description of fluid pressure in the tank interior.

8. The fluid shock code embodies assumptions about

wavefront shape and velocity decay which are clearly violated

in hydrodynamic ram events.I

9. The BR-IA (HR) code is not able to adequately predict

hydrodynamic ram-driven panel motions. The principal reasons

apparently involve the basic nature of the piston theory

embodied in the code.

10. W~hen driven by AFTON-generated pressures, the

BR-lA can probably provide a sufficient description of panel

motions.

11. The AFTON-NONSAP calculations of panel displacement

are qualitatively correct. Small refinements of the technique

will probably yield excellent q1uantitative predictions of panel

shape as well as a failure criterion.

12. 2024-T3 aluminum alloy panels 1.5 mm thick fail

catastrophically when struck by a 11.1 mm diamcter sphere above

1~. 5 km/ s.

13. A layer of ballistic foam equal to the projectileI

diameter defeated a 2.38 km/s impact.

14. In the configuration used here, no side panel or

exit panel failures occurred.

15. Partial results indicate foam is of marginal
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APPENDIX A

FINITE DIFFERENCE/FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF FUEL TANK

PENETRATION BY STEEL FRAGMENTS

Sheldon Schuster
Y. Marvin Ito

California Research & Technology, Inc.*
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

A.1 INTRODUCTION AND APPROACH

A.l.1 Prior Study

In a previous study by CRT', the WAVE-L two-dimensional

(2-D) Lagrangian finite difference code was used to investigate

the dynamics of .50 caliber bullets penetrating fuel tanks,

with particular attention being given to damage to the exit

panel, i.e. the rear surface of the tank which is penetrated

after the projectile passes through the fuel. The impacts

were at normal incidence with no yaw, but tumbling was simu- I
lated by continuously changing the shape and frontal area of

the bullet to match an assumed time-dependent drag force.

A.1.2 Objectives of Present Study

In the current computational program, a study has been

performed of the effects of steel spheres (representing chunky
fragments) impacting the entrance panel of aluminum tanks
(filled with water simulating fuel), with and without foam

backing. The problems which were numerically analyzed during

this study are shown in Table A-1.j

* Thi3. work was performed by CRT under Subcontract RI-76884

and R1-77713 with University of Dayton Research Institute.
1M. Ros'nblatt, G. E. Eggum, and L. A. DeAngelo, "Numerical

Analyses of Fuel Tank Penetration Dynamics, AFFDL-TR-76-31,
California Research & Technology, Air Force Flight Dynamics
Lab., April 1976.
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The objectives of these calculations were (1) to imple-

ment new and more efficient numerical methods for analyzing

fragment and projectile impacts into fuel tanks, and (2) to

validate these methods, insofar as possible, by comparing

numerical results with dynamic observations of tile penetration

and response processes occurring in tanks impacted by steel

spheres. These observations were obtained by UDR1 in connec-

tion with the experimental program described in the main body

of this report.

A.I.3 Nume rical 'T'echn iqucs

A two-phase analysis method was employed: In Phase 1,

an adaptation of the A'TON 2-D finite difference code 2 was used

to calculate the penetration dynaini.e and to determine the time-

resolved force loading between the water and the tank wall. In

Phase 11, the tank wait responee was calculated by applying
this force loading at: a boundary condition in a NONSAP 2-DJ

finite-element code' solution. This approach of partially de-

coupling the penetra on and response assumes that the pene-

tration dynamics are largely unaffected by the rigidity of the

front plate (although the plate mass and inertia are correctly

taken into consideration). This is a reasonable assumption

during the early stages treated by the Phase 1 analysis.

a. AFTON Finite Difference Code

T'he APTON code was selected for this study because of

its ability to continuously redefine the Lagrangian mesh

spacing. This capability reduces the large distortions which I
occur in those problems when the mesh moves in the normal

Lagrangian manner with the material. In the Phase 1 calculations, i

2 W. J. Niles, J. F. Germroth, and S. H. Schuster, "Numerical

studies of AFTON 2A Code Development and Applications, Vol. I,
AFWL-TR-70-22 Vol. II, February 1971.

SK-J Rathe, F. L. Wilson, and R. Ii. Iding, "NONSAP - A Struc- I

tural Analysis Program for Static and Dynamic Response of
Nonlinear Systems", Structural Engineering Laboratory, Univer-
si t, of Cal i fornia , Berkeley', California, UC SF.SM 74-3, Febru-
Sary 1974.

i i i11U ~ -;i.~ -~ LL...... ~ _______________________



the mesh points defining both the front surface of the water

and the cavity behind the penetrator moved with the particle

velocity associated with the material (i.e. Lagrangian).
Hlowever, interior mesh points (within the fluid) were contin-
uously rezoned toward positions nominally equidistant from

their neighbors. As illustrated by the plot of the mesh in

Figure A-l, after the sphere has penetrated about one diameter,

the severe distortions of the mesh usually associated with pure

Lagrangian calculations are minimized by the AFTON technique.

At the same time, the motion of the boundaries, whict would be
lost if the mesh were fixed in space and time as in pure

Eulerian formulations, has been preserved.

In the Phase I calculations, the 0.16-cm (l/)6-in.)

aluminum entrance panel was modeled by attaching the inertial

mass of the aluminum to the mass of the mesh points along the

front surface of the fluid. Material models for the water and

foam were the same as used in the previous study.1 The steel

sphere was treated as a rigid body.
The Phase 1 calculations were stopped before the first

signal reached the nearest side wall of the tank (at r -37. 5-cm) .

and when pressures everywhere along the entrance panel were
less than 10 bars (- 150 psi). The pressure vs time data along

the front panel were then used to derive the force loading for

the subsequent Phase 11 NONSAP structural response calculation.

b. NONSAI' VPinite Element Code

NONSAP is an implicit, 3-D, non-linear finite element

code which was selected for the second phase of this study in

order to adequately and efficiently model the large deflections

of the thin entrance panel . (A finite difference code analysis

of this thin plate response would be difficult, duc to the ver'y

small time step imposed by thc explicit stability criterion.)
The finite element calculations assumed the front panel was a

37.5-cm radius disc of 2024-T3 aluminum, rigidly supported

around its edge, and with a circular hole in the center the

size of the impacting sphere. The zoning and material model
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Figure A-I. Mesh Spacing and Velocity Vector Field in Water at
6.2 psec After Impact. CRT Case A: 1.11-cm
Steel Sphere Impact at 1550 m/sec
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used are illustrated in Figure A-2. No failure criterion was

specified for the aluminum, so only elastic and continuous

plastic deformation are allowed. An axisymmetric model of the

entrance panel was assumed (instead of the trapezoidal-shaped

panel used in the UDRI experiments) So that a 2-D version of

NONSAP could be employed. This allowed better representation

of the impulsive force input and of the highly nonlinear re-

sponse of the plate.
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ENTRANCE PANEL GEOMETRY:

rigid support
at 37.5 cm radiusi¢:, 2024-T3

/Aluminum 3. mm $ 2r 0

F(r,t) determined
by AFTON analysis

Entry hole of pressures in water

f' /

END VIEW CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW

2024-T3 ALUMINUM
MATERIAL MODEL: GRID SIZE:

2r No.Elements No. Nodes

11.1 mm 56 283
50 14.3 mm 55 278

0, V 0.326
kpsi

11 x 103

TIME STEP;

€, in/in At - 2 psec

Figure A-2. NONSAP Finite Element Axisymmetric Model of the Entrance Panel

of the Fuel Tenk
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A.2 RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS

A.2.1 CRT Case A: Impact of 1.11-cm dia Steel Sphere at

iSSO m/sec into Water Tank with 0.16-cm (1/16-in.)

Aluminum Wall

A.2.1.1 Calculations

The progress of the 1.11-cm dia steel sphere (5.5 gin)

through the water in the fuel tank at 6.2, 36.1, and 78.2 psec

is illustrated in the series of velocity vector fields in

Figures A-1, A-3, and A-4, respectively. At 6.2 psec (Figure
A-1), the sphere has 1'netrated almost a full diameter and

cavitation has begun. As the sphere continues to penetrate,

more and more mesh points are automatically activated so that

by 136 psec, 3500 points were included in the problem. Since

the motions of the front panel were of primary interest, all

zones at depths greater than 10 cm were replaced in the calcu-

lation after 136 psec by a reflecting boundary condition.

(Reflection from this boundary would not be felt at the front

panel during the time of interest.) The Phase I calculation

was continued to 178 psec. By this time, the pressures

along the front panel had decayed to less than a bar (- 15 psi)

everywhere except within 5 cm of the axis, where several zones

were still at about 10 bars.
Time histories of the instantaneous peak pressure in the

water, and of the velocity and displacement of the sphere, are
shown in Figure A-5. After impact, the calculated peak pressure
in the water (which always occurs just ahead of the penetrating

sphere) decays rapidly as the initial shock wave expands. At

times greater than 25 psec the peak is essentially the dynamic

pressure (1/2 PU2 ), where U is the instantaneous velocity of

the sphere and p is the fluid (water) density. The expected

dynamic pressure (determined from the calculated instantaneous

velocity of the sphere) is shown by the smooth curve in Figure

A-Sa. As is seen, the peak pressure directly calculated by

the code closely follows the 1/2 pU2 curve after 25 plsec.
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Figure A-5. Time Histories of the Peak Pressures in the Water, and of
the Displacement and Velocity of the Sphere. CRT Case A:
AFTON Code Solution of 1.11-cm dia Steel Sphere Impact at
1550 m/cee
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The oscillations in the calculated peak pressure come about

because the pressure periodically decays in one zone and in-

creases in the next, consistent with the zone engulfment time
of the pressure wave through the mesh.

The effective drag coefficient, CD, of the penetrating

sphere can be estimated by fitting the calculated velocity, U,

and displacement, D, histories in Figure A-S with the equation

U - Uo0 eSD (A-i)

where Uo a 1550 m/sec (the impact velocity) and with a - .055.
CD and 8 are related by

C 8 Psro (A-2)

3 Pw

where ps and Pw are the respective densities of the sphere and

fluid (steel and water), and ro is the sphere radius.

During the first 130 psec after impact, the above fit
leads to a value of CD - 0.62. Initially, the drag coefficient

is much higher (CDo 1.2), but it decreases to the effective

value (CD - 0.6) within about 1 dia of penetration.

Time histories of the pressure 5 c• from the axis of
symmetry and at 2,5 and 10 cm depth are plotted in Figure A-6.

The duration of the first pulse broadens with depth as the time

difference between the arrival of the initial wave and the

relief waves originating from the front surface increasco.

Figure A-7 shows peak pressure vs radius points within the tank

and along the front surface; these decrease with distance from

the axis for each depth.

It Pressure-time histories along the entrance panel out to

178 usec from the Phase I AFTON finite difference calculation

were used in Phase II as the forcing functions in the NONSAP

finite element code. These forces were applied to the inside

surface of a 37.5-cm dia disc of 0.16-cm (1/16-in.) thickI aluminum, as indicated in Figure A-2. The calculated displace-

ment profiles of the aluminum plate at 200 psec intervals are

plotted in Figures A-8 and A-9. The peak displacements ranged
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from about 2.2-cm near the entry hole to about 1-cm at radii

between 10 and 30 cm.

The calculated tensile hoop stresses which developed in

the impacted aluminum plate as it deforms are shown in Figure

A-10. Close to the axis, these stresses reach a maximum quite

early (t < 200 psec) and then decay as more of the disc is

engulfed by the shock wave. Only a small region (out to about

4 4-cm in radius) of the disc attains stresses above the nominal

70 kpsi tensile limit of 2024-T3 aluminum. It is therefore,

reasonable to expect that any radial cracks which might form

around the hole will not propagate. it is pointed out that

the peak stresses and strains which would lead to possible

failure develop early in the analysis, prior to the end of the

Phase I calculation.

A.2.1.2 Experimental Comparisons

The conditions for UDRI Test FT5B correspond approximately I
with CRT Case A. Experimental observations of the dynamic

distortion of the entrance panel were made in this test, using

the experimental arrangement in the sketch:

Entrance panel observed
by Moire interference
method in

-verticalpln--_
-horizontal plane

Sphere impacting
on horizontal o0trajectory

Figures A-11 and A-12 show sequences of entrance panelprofiles in horizontal and vertical planes, as observed by the

Moire interference technique. The nominal inter-frame time in

these observations was 160 psec. The impact time is thus known
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to within ±80 p.sec, so there is also a ±80 p.sec time uncertainty
associated with each profile. The displacements in the vertical

* plane are consistently larger than those in the horizontal

plane, a result of the plate geometry and/or some uncertainty

in the displacement observations.
Taking these uncertainties into account, Figure A-13

4 shows that the calculated profile at 600 jisec is quite similar
to the observed profiles at 570 ±80 psec. However, as seen in

Figures A-li and A-12, the observed profile continues to move

out after 600 p~sec, while the calculated motion (Figures A-8
and A-9) begins to slowly rebound. Assumptions in the calcu-

lation, and differences between the experimental and calculated
conditions, are responsible for the divergence after 600 p.sec:

o The forcing function used in the Phase II response

calculation was set to zero after 178 jisec, the

end of the Phase I analysis. At later times, there-
t fore, the calculated tensile stresses in the aluminum

entrance panel were able to arrest the outward motion

of the panel and turn it around more quickly than in
the experimental case. While the calculated pressures

at the surface of the water had dropped to the 1 bar

(-15 psi) level or less by 178 p~sec, the water was
still moving outward. The entrance panel in the

tests absorbed this momentum, thereby reaching larger

displacements before rebounding.

o The calculations treated the panel as a flat circular

disc, rigidly clamped at the outer edge. The experi-

ment used a trapezoidal entrance panel with edges

attached by bolts to the side walls of the tank.

This attachment presumably strongly restrains edge

motion morrnal to the front panol surface, but may

only weakly restrain rotations of the the edge or
motions in the plane of the entrance panel (i.e.,

"radial" motions). This relatively weak boundary

constraint would allow larger displacements in the
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test case. For example, based on large deflection

plate theory", the maximum displacement would be

expected to increase by at least a factor of two

if the boundary is allowed tu move freely in the
radial direction. The actual boundary conditions on

the test panel were somewhere between the extreme

of the immovable boundary assumed in the calcu-
lation and a boundary allowing free rotation and
radial motion. The effect of the geometry and

boundary restraint is further seen in a static

solution of the plate deflection in which the 0.5
psi hydrostatic load produced by the water head at

the level of the impact point was uniformly applied

to the radially-restrained disc. This solution
produced a O.S-cm maximum deflection in the plate.
By contrast, the maximum static deflection of the

test plate, as measured by UDRI with Moire finge

shifts, was about 1 cm, indicating that the trape-
zoidal shape and the relatively weaker radial

restraint in the test allows significantly larger

deflections.

The entrance panel in UDRI Test FTSB showed permanent

distortion, but radial cracks did not propagate outward from

the entrance hole. This appears consistent with the hoop

stresses calculated in CRT Case A. The plots in Figure A-10

show that calculated tensile hoop stresses exceeded the nominal I
ultimate strength of 2024-T3 only near the entrance hole.

'S. Timoshenko and S. Woinowsky-Krieger, "Theory of Plates 11
and Shells," 2nd Edition, p. 404-415, McGraw-Hill, New
York, N. Y., 1959.
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A.2.2 CRT Case B: Impact of 1.11-cm dia Steel Sphere at

1550 m/sec into Tank with 0.16-cm Aluminum Wall

Backed by 3.8-cm of Foam I
This case was identical to CRT Case A except for the

inclusion of a 3.8-cm layer of AVCO ballistic foam placed

directly behind the entrance panel. This foam has a crushing

strencth of about 25 psi.

The AFTON finite difference calculation was begun with

the steel sphere at the foam-water interface (i.e., it was

assumed that no energy or momentum was lost in passing through
the foam). The inertial mass of the aluminum entrance panel
was added to the outermost foam zone. At a time of 77 psec,

Figure A-14, the flow field in the water is quite similar to J
that in Case A (Figure A-4). The entrance panel, being separ-

ated from the water by the foam, has not yet felt any signi-

ficant pressure and has not moved.

By 174 psec, the maximum pressure on the aluminum is
30 psi and only the foam out to 8-cm radius has experienced

pressures sufficient to cause any crushing (i.e. P > 25 psi).

In Figure A-14, the velocities of the water near the entrance
are such that the water appears to be cutting through the

first few centimeters of foam. This is consistent with the

observation in UDRI Test FT26B that about 1-cm of foam has been

chipped away from around the impact hole.

The much lower pressures generated along the foam-
backed plate surface in CRT Case B, as compared with the
pressure on the bare plate in CRT Case A, will clearly

produce lower displacements and stresses in the aluminum.

Since the calculation of the no-foam case (Case A) showed only

a minimal chance of crack formation around the entry hole,

and since examination of the post-test entrance panel from

the corresponding UDRI Tests (FT26 and FT26A) showed no mea-

surable permanent distortion (other than the entry hole), it

was decided that a Phase II NONSAP calculation of Case B would
net be useful.
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A.2.3 CRT Case C: Impact of 1.43-cm dia Steel Sphere at

1550 m/sec into Tank with 0.16-cm Aluminum Wall

A.2.3.1 Calculations

The conditions for this case are identical to CRT Case A

except that the impacting sphere diameter is 1.43-cm instead of 4

1.11-cm. If the thickness of the entrance paneZ is disregarded,

the penetration dynamics in Case C are seen to be identical to

those in Case A at linearly scaled times and dimensions. The

scale factor is the ratio of the diameter of the spheres, i.e.,

1.43/1.11 = 1.29. Thus, for example, the pressure and particle

velocity at 2-cm depth at 10 usec, as calculated for the CRT
Case A conditions, would be the same as those found in the

Case C impact at 2.6-cm depth at 12.9 psec.

These considerations suggest that it may be possible

to use scaled results of Phase I penetration analyses obtained

for one size fragment or sphere to drive Phase II tank wall

response analyses for other size fragments or spheres. This

approach could be attractive for future design studies, so it

was evaluated here by making two analyses of Case C. In the

first, which will be referred to as CRT Case C-l, appropriately

scaled Phase I penetration and entrance panel loading results

from the CRT Case A calculation were used to drive the Phase II

NONSAP analysis of the entrance panel response to the larger

sphere impact. In the second analysis, referred to as CRT

Case C-2, an AFTON Phase I analysis of the penetration of the

1.43-cm dia sphere was obtained (using the correct inertial

mass for the 0.16-cm thick aluminum entrance panel). The
validity of the scaled-loading approach used in Case C-1 can
be evaluated by comparing the results of C-1 and C-2.

a. Case C-l: Analysis Using Scaled Loading

The entrance panel thickness is the same in CRT Cases

A and C, while the sphere diameter increases from 1.11 to

1.43-cm. The relatively thinner plate (with respect to the

sphere diameter) in Case C thus provides less inertial con-

finement to the water during the penetration. As a
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consequence, the scaled-loading approach results in some over-

loading of the plate in Case C-i.
Displacement profiles obtained at 200 psec intervals from

the NONSAP analysis of the entrance plate response are shown

in Figure A-15. These have the same general shape as those for
the smaller sphere in Case A, (Figure A-8) but displacements
are consistently 50% greater in magnitude; 3.5 vs 2.25-cm on
axis, 1.5 vs 1.0-cm at 15-cm off axis, etc. Similarly stress

profiles (Figure A-16) shows consistently higher stresses
relative to those at 200 Usec, for example, about 2.5 times as

much area of the front panel (5.75 vs 3.75-cm in radius) was
stressed by hoop tension greater than the nominal 70 kpsi
tensile limit of the 2024-T3 aluminum than in the previous case

(Figure A-12). Also, at 400 Psec the hoop stress level i.

still just below the tensile strength as far out as 10-cm radius,

which shows a greater tendency for crack propagation than the
previous case. Perhaps the most definitive change occurs in

the hoop strain. As shown in Figure A-17, the strains produced

at 200 Psec by the scaled forces in Case C-1 are considerably

larger than those in Case A. In the first calculation the

strain drops rapidly from a peak of 9% to under 2% at 1.2-cm

and is less than 0.5% by 3.5-cm while the larger sphere pro-
duced a peak strain over 13% and the 2% and 0.5% levels occur
at almost 3 and 7-cm respectively. Thus at least six timeF as
much material underwent hoop strains of 2% or more in the

scaled calculation, a difference great enough to provide a
potential failure criterion.

b. Case C-2: Analysis Using Loading Calculated for

1.43-cm dia Steel Sphere Impact

A Phase I AFTON code analysis was made of a 1.43-cm dia

steel sphere impact at 1500 m/sec. (This slightly lower impact

velocity corresponds more closely with conditions of UDRI Test

FTA9, which will be used for comparison later.) Comparisons
of peak pressure, Figure A-18a, and the specific impulse up
to 130 psec, Figure A-18b, for Cases A, C-l, and C-2 indicate
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10.0 a. Peak Pressure 100 7- b. Specific Impulse

Case A -- Case A
---- cae C-1 --- Case C-i
-- Case C-2 - Case C-2

1.0 10

0 )
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Distance from Point of Impact (cm)

Figure A-18. Peak Preasure and Specific Impulse to 130 iisoc along the
Entrance Panel Calculated by the AFTON Code for CRT Cases:
A (1.11-cm Dia Sphere), C-I (Time and Distance in Case A
Scaled by 1.43/1.11), and C-2 (1.43-cm Dia Sphere)
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that simple scaling of the forces from the AFTON calculation

in Case A provided a reasonable approximation to the actual

forces calculated in Case C-2. Initially, the cavity behind

the penotrator appears to be the primary source of relief waves.

The scaled peak pressure lies along that calculated for the
1.43-cm diameter sphere, while tile scaled integrated sliveiit'c

impulse is about 20% higher. At distances large relative to

the sire of the penetrator (about 8-cm) the relief from the

entrance wall dominates the attenuation and the peak pressure

is almost the same for both spheres. Similarly the difference

between the scaled and actual impulses grows with range so

that at 10-cm the scaled value is almost a factor of two too

high. Since the stresses and strains loading to fracture occur

early in time and close to the entrance hole, results of Case

C-i are probably adequate to describe the response to the

1.43-cm sphere. The calculated displacements, however, are a

result of long time and large range pressures, and are probably

higher than would be expected from the C-2 forces.

A.2.3.2 lExper imental Comparisonl

I Observations of entrance panel dynamic deformation for

conditions corresponding to CRT Case C were not obtained in

the UDRI test series. However, measurements lore made in UDRI

'rest FTA9 of the displacement of the sphere vs time. Figure

'ell A-19 compares the measured displacements (which were obtained
to abuut 55 psec), with the displacements calculated in CRT

Case C-2. Excellent agreement is seen; the slight offset in

time is probably due to the difficulty in establishing the

exact zero time by forward extrapolation of the expurimental

data.

Shock front arrival times at increasing radii along the

entrance panel were also measured in UDRI Test FTA9. These are

compared in Figure A-20 with the times at which peak pressures

occured, as calculated in CRT Case C-2. The length of the

vertical bar associated with each calculated peak corresponds

to the width of the corresponding zone and is a measure of the
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Figure A-19. Experimental and Calculated Position of Projectile vs Time
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Figure A-20. Arriwvl Time of Experimental Shock Front and Calculated
Peak Pressure along Entrance Panel
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uncertainty in position. Again the agreement is seen to be

excellent. Since shock velocity and hence displacement of the

shock front along the front panel is a function of pressure,

this agreement indicates that the calculated peak pressures.

are correct.
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A.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. A two-pha e numerical technique f or predicting pene-

tration and response of fuel tanks impacted by high velocity

fragments has been demonstrated and correlated with available

experimental observations. Phase I of the method uses an

adaptation of the AFTON 2-D finite difference code to analyze

penetration dynamics and to determine the time-resolved pres-

sure applied by the fuel along the entrance panel. Phase II

uses this information to drive a NONSAP 2-D finite element

code analysis of the entrance panel dynamic response (defor-

mation).

2. Using this method, calculations have been made of

steel sphere impacts at N1500 in/sec into tanks containing water.

Results of the calculations were compared with UDRI experi.-

mental observations of projectile displacement history within

the water, shock arrival time in the water along the water-

entrance panel interface, and entrance panel displacement

profiles. Excellent agreement was obtained between the calcu-

lated and experimental projectile motions, as well as the shock

arrival times. Comparisons of entrance panel deflection

profiles are generally good at early times, but the measured

profiles eventually show larger displacements than the calculated

profiles. This reflects differences in boundary conditions

between the tests and calculations, as well as the fact that

the penetration analysis (Phase 1) was not continued far

enough. (This is not a limitation of the technique; AFTON

solutions of penetration could be extended in future analyses

if desired.)]

3. Catastrophic falilure of entrance panels occurs by

propagation of radial cracks emanating from the impact hole.

The calculations show that peak tensile hoop stresses and

strains, which would lead to such rupture, develop in the
region around the impact hole well a6~te4 the impact, but well

bedo4e most of the panel responds to the impact. In the

problems considered in the current program (1.11-cm and 1,43-cm
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dia sphere impacts at -1500 m/sec), these peak stresses devel-

oped within 200 Psec of the impact.

4. Use of foam backing on the entrance panel greatly

reduces the transient pressures applied by the water to tle

entrance panel.
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A. 4 RECOMMENDATIONS -

This numerical approach should be used to analyze inter-

actions and mechanisms which are difficult to identify or

observe experimentally, and which may be important in devel-

oping tank designs which are more resistant to impact damage.1t
An important example would be to use numerical solutions

to systematically examine the effects of foam-backing para-

* meters on entrance panel. response. Foam backing is clearly

very effective in reducing damage, but its use reduces the

available tank volume. For this reason, it is highly desirable

to optimize the foam system by choosing the best combination of

foam thickness, foam crushing strength and foam density.

Systems in which foam or honeycomb are sandwiched betweenI
layers of aluminum (or other materials) also can be evaluated

and optimized in this manner.
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APPENDIX B

This Appendix provides a listing of the changes made to
the FDC and the listing for the shock propagation code. None
of the changes in the FDC affected the way the code calculates
pressure. They were made to adapt the code to the UDRI tank
boundary conditions, and to provide output in the format
required for the BR-lA(HR) code.
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Figure B-2. Listing of modified portions of program IHR n IRR
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THIS PAGE IS BJMT QUALITY -RCIS
I20M "I~P FU1RNISBH2 TO DD0
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i ~Fig',re B-3. Input data for aimulation of shot FT5
) (or FT5B) by FTC.
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5MUIS M 6B TQUALI Iy"A1

10 CONTI'4U:
"* CALL OUTPUT . -

"* PRINT 100,UTHN,7P?,21P2ZP.3,PLoP2,RNORN

* TlqLI". 8,T30,j11d.8,Tr0,1'1..8.T70,EI4...,T90,EI4.86IN

* PRI4T l10,L)UT OORH-- -- -. -----

101 FORMA~T (1140,Tl5"UlIT35"OORM"
* Tl0,-"14.5*T3D9E1A0l ~ . . ... .. -

I(NT z 0

IF ( KOUP41 k.Q 5 KNT *2
IF ( KOU-47 i.O 8 1 KNT 1

* IF I KPIT *GT. 0 ) CALL PICTURE
* CALL P ICTUR!~ ..- *-

IF ( MS *LT. 1.d. I GO TO 5

FUNCTION RHOI (A9N)
COMMON /31 AINCIBINC

0KE#AL )ISF

REAL I4SFN

0*1. + &E-3
10 C~ 0 4SF48,N0 . ...

)wAC
IF 0 .LT. IE-i2 6*A 0 6676 -lE-i2 1 O TO 60

* PRINT 5~00t A, Be C, 0
- ;9-'ORt&4T 2' i*.fU lfL.E 1

IF ( 0 *LT# 0.s GO TO 20
IF ( 0 .GE* AI......- -- - 60 TO so -
IF ( At *GCe IE-13 GO TO 1*0

GO TO 60
-H-.- IF-1-l 6r1&-0-. ) e HOTO

PRINT 1001, 09 01

GO TO 150

GO-TO 10--- .......-...- - -.

60 CONTINUE
RNOt a .. -* - ___

RETURN
i44ee F .I44-4 ' EAqNRTU!R. 4E*S*Gti 0 -H21.5-* Al v*f~lt.I-5-ETURNlF-

* FROM4 POINT I. I~
1041 CORNAT t" ERROR RETURN MN-S5AGEt-O-4- M ElZ.5"-s 61t a3ElZ% RETURNEO-

* FROM P3ZNT 2." 1

Figure B-4. Listing of Shock Propagation Code.
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REAL NS*N

DATA B3ETA 9AX14C 9 GINC 01.1
-0 L0956 9.1 9. $too

*R1?I HAS LI VALUES IN THE INTERVAL 0 I,

LlPi Ll + I

DO 10 1 a 2, LI
R~)FLOATILIPI - 11 FLA(/

RCL UN4T 104 NSF Ix I.

IISF a S' to -f

REALTURN

END

END-

FUNCTION4 OUTHOIRH)

*COM40N ti4 (h.TANS sORH tTH*ST~s NwMS$ P1 0ETA tL1,LtPliR (3001 DUT,DDRH

%KND
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!ZHIS PAGE IIS BVST QUALITY PFUGMIQ4
7"M =QiFY Z4I1iiH TO PDAQ .,.

PROGIAM YI(PR;SS 1ZNPUT#OUTPUT,PLOT)

t.XTERNAL Hr*F
O!NMuSZON REQ(3003,T2et3DOlhT3r(300hoT41B(300
COINON Ili' frTAM5DN,1~toHlI~TMNMS.P1ibETA.LILIP1,R(3D0).OUT1,OORN

K.NT
-*O'04M9* i"2 PP30-(3OO##*P j a'0irPP 2 fit O~o-*--2"**tfvT 2I-01fl-, T 2 24Of-8--

I TMOO0Q3T4(3001
OTMH45IOi XNS (20) -.-----. -

RE-AL NMS9HSF
flATA ~-

-CUTCALL SETUP

5 ICOUNT a 'COUNT + I

IF MS '4E.O. 0. 3 STOPNMS 0.

RH URH6L('IS,N3

~RH nAfl40t4-1H9MS9N)
TN * 9ErA MS DRH- --
TN TN I (UIRH)

SOLIVE FOR THE T-RMS1 P2, P3, AND P4. Of MQ TO

13TH *U *TN

U40LA a U * R:TA
USTHS a UT 41 1UT44 -.- . ..

P21 n US -U + USETA
-P22 a -P21 CONNIE---. - - - - - - ~ - -

P2 a P22 *UTH - USTH
SETA4S-*- SETA- -'4(-- *--______-_____

OUT flUTNIPRi)140~

r P1 Pa USTNS
F*IND THE riRtMS T2(!3w T3Z,, ~ -1 -

T2A x PH I QF2

T'.A a 12A /.QPZ

-.-- G0-4.0 1 -t 6 i

T2811 I.-- OZf-
qX h a R(I) :::

- -CHRIS *0P2 4 -ALOG4X.)--- ---. .-

T3641) a.T2 & P2 *-R0 "21)-- ViR---*T -S--..*-. -.

T490(1) a 2.- REOQI CHRIS CHRIS +1.)1
T241(I a T2A *P21 4*- -

T22411 49 TZA * P22 * T26(11 . .

TM() a T.3A * P3 T613 !)________________________________________

PP * a 1 *T24I) - 73411 T4(21F PZ(,Il P1 T22111

Figure B-74 (otd.Lsigof Shock Propagation Code.
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THIS PAGE I-S BEST QUALITY puaC=IC0

FUNCTION Ur)RIIOI(RH)
CO:4MON #/i 8.TAMSURH#TH9erMH,~MSP1,eý-TA,LIL.LP1,R(300bODUT,OORH

"* ,KNT
Ri AL NsMS -- -

RHM1 a RH - Is

F *N 0(RHM11 I 8ITHI_____
Ti- 2. 4 qHMI-- ----.-

T3 *(N+L. I*RHENMI -ORM-' OR*4---
BORHOi= F (TI + T2 - T3

E NO

SUBRlUV1NE OUTPUT -
COM~MON ILI aýTAMSORHTH,9TMHMSP1,8ETALiLIP1,R(300) ROUTtDORM ,N

.............. ...OMUN -fl/ Po(3001,pPP(300),PP2OSO01hTZ(J000,TZI(.300hT22CJ00I
R!AL M.5.;
PPINT L040O
PRINT 1001. -MSv Pt- -- - --

no to I 1Is.I

RETURN
1000 FORM AT lift s- THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES-THE SOLUTIONS TO THE EQUATION

jSt 73, 14t, A40?~./ THESE ARE. THE B3ACH AND LE.E COMPLETE SOLUTION
.0t4 THa STRUNG SHOCK SOLUTICNHOF OLL, AND YUPKOV1CH#S SOLUTION.')

1001 FORMAT(IH0O, THIS DATA IS COMPUTED FOR SHOCK MACH NUMBLWFIF.31

# T'5"T~1 011T92"T22(I'T1I09T13(I1Ti26"tI,(11-/iHO)
±003 FORMAT (T3,c-12.5,T2QtE12.DT37,Fl2.5,T54,7-12.5,T71,E12.5

4 Tq~8,.t2.5,T105,e12.5-,T122,E12.-5I
END

SUflROUTTNL PICTURE
COMMON It/ CETAMSORMTHCTMNMSPliBETALIL1P1,R(3001 ,OUTOORM

COIMOt4 /?/ P9 ( 300I),PP1t000IPP2(3001 M0t00) 9T21 (3001 9T22(3001
t T3(3GG1,T&.C30G)

A 13RV '-RIPLOT.IPkINT,ISTRIPMISC(10)9,LASTL9LC(5),LBLC1(5I,

8 LflLX(5)*LflL'-C 1, 3,sI.LBLZ(5ShMOOSYM( tIMULPLT,
C XIN( 1, 3t 100),ZIN( is 3, 100h*XLGTHtZLGTH

MODSYM(il u-i .

L'9LC(2) uIMASE(rIETA,51
LnLC93I 10 HO 4 --------.-- *- ..S

L3LC('.I IMA GE (iS,SI

LBLX(S) .1CMH RADIUS- -- " -. -- 1
Figure B-4 (Cont'd). Listing of Shock Propagation Code.
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MIS AezZI BUT QUALI1TY PRACOT,-

L8L~t1~1~u ONe A*O- .---

LEOLY(193,31 I 04HGK

CALL START

10 CONTINUr-
LAST 6-0....- -

IF I K9IT *EQ. 3 1 LAST a I
O&U. KYZrL*

END-

Figure B-4 (Cont'd). Listing of Shock Propagation Code.
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